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OPINION

T
here’s never been a better time for our industry, and 
indeed the community at large, to talk about better 
ageing futures.

More than just the theme of this year’s National 
Congress, ‘Better Ageing Futures – It’s in our hands’ could well 
be a rallying cry for the industry as a whole.

Leading Age Services Australia (LASA) has been at the 
forefront of leading and driving transformation of age services 
from an aged care mindset to a truly person-centred industry 
that supports Australians to age well.

In collaboration with Grant Thornton, LASA has delivered a 
milestone report Perspectives on the Future of Ageing and 
Age Services in Australia, based on the insights of around 
121 provider CEOs around the country who ably rose to the 
challenge to ‘think big and not tinker’ in considering a better 
aged care system for Australia.

This report will inform the thinking of the Government, the 
Royal Commission, and the wider community as our nation 
focuses its attention on the Commission’s interim report and 
beyond.

Another area where LASA has played a key role is in 
progressing the Aged Care Workforce Strategy through the 
Aged Care Workforce Council. The Council is progressing 
a number of the Strategy’s recommendations while also 
developing a formal work program to implement each of the 
workforce strategy recommendations, as outlined in the A 
Matter of Care report.

Of course, the age services industry of the future will be 
led by the passionate young professionals we see already 
making their mark, and through our highly successful Next 

Gen program LASA is nurturing and developing a pipeline of 
leadership talent across the industry.

LASA has also received important recognition of our 
commitment to innovative and consumer-focused delivery of 
services for older Australians. LASA and innovAGEING were 
named in the Australian Financial Review BOSS top 50 Most 
Innovative Companies in Australia and New Zealand list and 
fifth in the Most Innovative Company within Government, 
Education and the Not For Profit Sector.

These and other initiatives show that we are making a real 
difference and in many ways are already deliving a better 
ageing future thanks in no small part to all the LASA Members 
and Affiliates and partners who actively contribute to LASA 
programs, events and initiatives.

At the same time, LASA is positioning itself to better serve 
our Members and the industry more broadly to usher in a 
better ageing future. We now have new State Managers 
in Queensland, New South Wales-ACT, Victoria-Tasmania 
and Western Australia who will drive LASA’s agenda in their 
respective states and bring a new vitality to the Executive 
Management Team.

In addition, the LASA Board of Directors has appointed Sue 
Peden AM as an Independent Director on the LASA Board, 
effective from 1 October 2019 for a three-year term. Ms 
Peden brings to the Board a very strong marketing strategy 
background, sound board experience and a highly attuned 
focus on corporate governance.

I and the LASA Board of Directors are confident that with the 
structure and people we have in place, LASA is well positioned 
to continue providing a strong voice and a helping hand for our 
Members and leadership for the industry as we work to deliver 
a better ageing future for all Australians. ■

DELIVERING A BETTER 
AGEING FUTURE
As a sector we are making a real difference and in many ways are already 
delivering a better ageing future.

Dr Graeme Blackman  
AO FTSE FAICD

Chairman, Leading Age Services Australia
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OPINION
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OPINION

I
n considering better ageing futures for Australia we must 
first examine how we as a nation consider ageing and aged 
care. 

Presently, the tone of most discussions regarding ageing 
in our country is framed as ‘a problem to be solved’ or ‘a 
burden to be borne’. Instead, we should celebrate the growing 
numbers of older Australians as a sign of our success as a 
nation in enabling people to live longer, healthier and more 
productive lives.

We should value older Australians for the wisdom of their lived 
experiences and the valuable contributions they can continue 
to make within their families, communities and society through 
continuing in the workforce, supporting their children and 
grandchildren, volunteering in the community and the like. 

Put simply, we should afford older Australians the respect they 
have earned and deserve. 

Building on a new, solid foundation of respect for our elders 
we can then reposition the notion of ageing from a condition of 
perceived disability and serial decline to one of empowerment 
and inspiration—irrespective of an individual’s abilities or life 
circumstances. 

Shifting our focus from ‘aged care’ to ‘ageing well’ will assist 
us as a nation to more proactively and constructively respond 
to a range of related issues in Australia today, such as ageism 
and elder abuse in all its forms. It will help us to realise the 
promise of age-friendly communities; explore and determine 
appropriate retirement ages and incomes; and consider 
intergenerational equity.

To achieve this outcome we must instill in our national 
culture the value of respect for our elders, which will help us 
collectively recognise and celebrate every older person as 
an individual with their own unique hopes, desires and fears, 
with wisdom and insights, and with present needs and future 
aspirations. In this way, we will right the wrongs of the aged 
care system. 

The pathway to realise this outcome begins with a national 
conversation on what it means to age in 21st century Australia. 
At the centre of this conversation must be older Australians 
so that as a community we can discuss and confront the key 
issues of ageing and aged care.

This will allow us to fully understand current and future needs; 
to manage expectations; and reach agreement on how 
Australia can best enable and support the growing number 
of older Australians to age well. It will enable our elders to 
contribute to their families, our society and the economy, and 
be appropriately cared for and supported by providers of age 
services.

In the meantime stakeholders must work together to avert the 
risk of failures in residential aged care, alleviate the suffering 
of older Australians awaiting care and support on the home 
care wait list, and fully support the Royal Commission to do its 
important job to make the aged care system better. 

The issues of ageing and aged care are issues of national 
importance. They affect every single Australian either directly or 
indirectly, now and into the future.

My aspiration is for a better aged care system that meets the 
needs of every older Australian, irrespective of their social 
status, economic situation or geographic location. A better 
aged care system that delivers care, support, services and 
accommodation with quality, safety and compassion—always.

While there are many examples of passionate and professional 
individuals and organisations in our industry doing their best to 
realise this outcome, it is evident that there is more work to do.

We need to come together with the community and with 
government to grasp this opportunity to make the system 
better for all older Australians, now and into the future. We as 
a nation must move from a mindset of people needing ‘aged 
care’ to them experiencing a journey of ‘ageing well’. 

This is a task of national significance. And central to this is 
creating a national culture of respect for older Australians.  ■

ENABLING OLDER AUSTRALIANS TO AGE WELL
STARTS WITH RESPECT 
We must instill in our national culture the value of respect for our elders.

Sean Rooney 
Chief Executive Officer 

Leading Age Services Australia

To find out more call 1800 639 331, email enquiries@alzqld.org.au  
or visit www.alzheimersonline.org
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OPINION

B
eing able to trust and have confidence in the 
quality and safety of aged care is something that all 
Australians value, and particularly those receiving or 
contemplating accessing aged care services. Care 

that supports and enhances wellbeing and quality of life is also 
prized.

Providing greater certainty about the quality and experience 
of aged care services that people can expect is at the heart 
of the new Aged Care Quality Standards, introduced on 1 July 
this year.

The Standards strengthen the focus on consumer-centred 
care and provide a framework of core requirements for 
aged care quality and safety. Along with the new Charter of 
Aged Care Rights, the Standards provide a baseline of what 
consumers can expect from their provider. Importantly, the 
Standards and Charter promote a culture of ongoing two-
way conversations aimed at achieving a tailored and dynamic 
alignment of services to needs for individual consumers.

Empowerment is one of the principles animating the 
Standards, and this applies to both consumers and providers. 
For consumers, their needs, goals and preferences are 
a focus of attention. For providers, there is now a clear 
framework for action and an opportunity to demonstrate 
leadership in planning and providing care in partnership with 
their consumers.

Understanding and empowering consumers is what I 
see as fundamental to delivering a ‘better ageing future’. 
The consumer’s voice must be clearly heard, including in 
assessing the quality and safety of aged care services. 

For the Commission, this means using structured consumer 
experience questions with a random sample of consumers or 
their representatives as well as open questions to understand 
the care of a selected purposeful sample of consumers. Our 
Consumer Experience Reports (CER) for residential aged care 
services are published alongside the site audit report on the 
Commission’s website. We introduced consumer experience 

interviews in home care services from 1 July 2019 and are 
planning to publish these from July 2020.

Proactively managing concerns and complaints about aged 
care is another way of understanding and empowering 
consumers of aged care services. While receiving this type of 
feedback can be challenging for aged care staff, it also offers 
a clear opportunity to improve the quality and experience of 
care and services.

Standard 6—Feedback and complaints—requires providers 
to ensure that ‘consumers, their family, friends, carers and 
others are encouraged and supported to provide feedback 
and make complaints’. Any system in place to resolve 
complaints must be accessible, confidential, prompt and 
fair. Supporting consumers through the complaints process 
can help build a positive and trusting relationship between 
consumers and providers and lead to better outcomes.

Standard 6 also requires that providers practise open 
disclosure—having an open discussion with a consumer 
when something has gone wrong that has harmed, or had 
the potential to cause harm to, the consumer. This kind of 
transparency can be enormously beneficial in building trust 
and confidence between consumers and providers, and 
contributing to improved systems and practices of care.

I wrote in the last issue of Fusion that the introduction of 
the Standards was a tremendous opportunity to improve 
the safety, health, wellbeing and quality of life of aged 
care recipients. The Standards focus on the needs of the 
consumer and, as outlined here, it’s not just the day-to-day 
needs that are important. 

Work on strengthening relationships, having regular 
conversations and planning with consumers, and building a 
culture of transparency will not only better equip providers to 
comply with the Standards, but will also result in aged care 
services that have the capability to meet and even exceed 
individual and community expectations. ■

THE CONSUMER’S VOICE 
MUST BE HEARD
Empowering consumers and building trust are fundamental to a  
better ageing future.

Janet Anderson PSM 
Commissioner, Aged Care Quality and Safety Commission
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O
n Wednesday 7 August 2019, Australia celebrated its 
inaugural national Aged Care Employee Day—a day 
to say thank you to the more than 365,000 dedicated 
people who care for and support around 1.3 million 

older Australians who receive support each year.

From the southernmost aged care organisation situated in 
Tasmania to urban and regional operators on the mainland, 
they marked the occasion with their own unique style—and 
about 10,000 Aged Care Employee Day badges!

Whiddon—which initiated Aged Care Employee Day last 
year—was proud to celebrate the expanded national event 
with their teams across New South Wales and Queensland. 
Their homes and services marked the day with a range of 
special celebration and recognition events—from pop-up 
smoothie bars, themed lunches and BBQ events, to picnics 
on the lawn and garden parties.

“The day is an important one for us, not only because we saw 
the need for an awareness raising event like this, but because 
it shines a light on the unsung heroes of our communities, the 
people who work in aged care and make a huge difference 
every day,” said Whiddon CEO Chris Mamarelis. 

Community-owned aged care provider Peninsula Villages 
on the NSW Central Coast celebrated with its 300 staff, 
singling out Transitional Nurse Practitioner Nadia Yazdani 

who masterminded the Geriatric Rapid Acute Care Evaluation 
(GRACE) program, which helps avoid hospital admissions.

In Victoria, Benetas launched a new award to help recognise 
the exceptional work of its 1,500 employees—from nurses to 
care workers and lifestyle coordinators through to allied and 
community health and support services, from the frontline 
through to those working behind the scenes. There were 
three recipients of its inaugural Aged Care Employee Day 
Award: Enrolled nurse and Quality and Education Officer 
at Broughton Hall Catherine Ticker, Lifestyle Enhancement 
Program Worker at Gisborne Oaks Lisa Newman, and 
Communications Officer at Benetas’ Support Office Elena 
Webster. 

Fronditha Care, which supports the Greek community in 
Melbourne and Newcastle, marked Aged Care Employee Day 
by promoting some recipients of the Fronditha Care Staff 
Awards on its website (www.frondithacare.org.au/aged-care-
employee-day). They used it as an opportunity to showcase 
their cultural diversity and give people an insight into the 
range of professions involved in aged care. The Contribution 
of the Year Award was given to laundry worker Magdalini 
Karasavidis.

In regional Victoria, Shepparton Villages received more than 
120 thank you cards from clients and family members. Some 

HUGE SUPPORT FOR
AGED CARE EMPLOYEE DAY 7 AUGUST
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of the messages of thanks were: “thank you for always being 
ready to help when needed”; “I’m glad you came to my place, 
it helped me greatly”; “it’s comforting to know that people 
such as yourself are caring for Mum”; “Mum says all the staff 
are wonderful but Linda is especially kind”; “many thanks 
Pete for your prompt efficient attention to our breakages and 
repairs”; “ten years of living here, just beautiful”.

At Brightwater in Perth, the organisation shared stories 
about some of its fantastic employees on its website. One of 
them is Margaretta Lewis, who commenced in 1977 and is 
Brightwater’s longest-serving staff member. Having devoted 
her working life to aged care, Margaretta says, “Caring for 
others not only helps the residents but it also gives me 
satisfaction knowing they are well looked after.”

In Adelaide, LASA State Manager SA/NT Rosetta Rosa joined 
in the celebrations with the staff at Pennwood Aged Care 
and dropped off a hamper to North Eastern Community 
Hospital. The LASA office in Adelaide also hosted a cuppa 
with the allied health staff of Avanti Care, to recognise the 
important work they do to support the health and wellbeing 
of older people. (Rosetta says they were overwhelmed by the 
invitations to attend Member functions!)

In Tasmania, Huon Regional Care’s CEO Barry Lange toured 
the organisation’s three facilities handing out ‘bags of thanks’ 
to all staff to thank them for the amazing work they do each 
and every day in looking after their residents and clients. Each 

of the bags contained treats and trinkets and a thank you 
message from Barry. The organisation also conducted a Best 
Dressed Competition with some very creative winners scoring 
themselves double movie passes!

Leading Age Services Australia (LASA) CEO Sean Rooney 
was incredibly pleased with the way providers got behind the 
day.

“In many ways this is a challenging time for the age services 
industry, however the overwhelming majority of our dedicated 
workforce makes an enormously positive contribution to the 
welfare of older Australians and to our communities,” he said.

“LASA is pleased to see aged care employees celebrated and 
we’re proud to support opportunities like this to acknowledge 
the outstanding work being done every day.” ■

Linda Baraciolli is Communications Advisor & Fusion Editor, 
Leading Age Services Australia.
For more information visit www.agedcareday.com.au

“The words that describe you 
that come to my mind,

Are you’re always patient, 
cheerful and kind.

You help us each and every day,

Here in Banksia where we stay.

We’re lucky to be here in your care, 

whatever we need, you’re always there.

So thank God for people just like you,

For the wonderful caring 
work you do.” 

by Elsie Brady, a resident 
at Shepparton Villages.

http://www.tlc.org.au
http://www.agedcareday.com.au
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The team at Whiddon Kelso in regional NSW enjoy a picnic lunch event to 
celebrate their special day.

Benetas inaugural Aged Care Employee Day Award winners Catherine Ticker, 
Lisa Newman and Elena Webster.

Shepparton Villages Executive Officer Karen Gill sorts the 120+ thank you 
cards received.

Fronditha Care’s winner of the 
Contribution of the Year Award, 
Magdalini Karasavidis.

Transitional Nurse Practitioner Nadia 
Yazdani from Peninsula Villages on 
the NSW Central Coast.

Whiddon Kyogle’s aged care heroes celebrate Aged Care Employee Day with 
a special pop-up afternoon tea.

Fran Smith thanks everyone on behalf of the residents at Whiddon 
Beaudesert in QLD.

2019AGED CARE EMPLOYEE DAY
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LASA State Manager SA/NT Rosetta Rosa (centre) with allied health staff from Avanti Care.

Home Instead Senior Care’s new Director in Perth Toni Jackson (centre) took the team out 
for a BBQ lunch at King’s Park.

Team members from St Anna’s in Adelaide.

Staff from CraigCare Pascoe Vale in Melbourne celebrate with a delicious 
morning tea.

Huon Regional Care CEO Barry Lange presents the Best 
Dressed award at their Dover facility to Leanne Hitchins. The team from Residency by Dillons in WA posed for a happy snap.

Staff from the Huon Regional Care Tasman facility L-R: Sally Fox, Christine 
Little, Kaylene Prestage, Naomi Stockfeld, Emma Stacey and Angela Whyatt. 
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Life on the Line

Join us on this journey 
to Better Ageing Futures 

for all Australians.
Experiential Event
Tailor your experience when you choose 
from a plethora of expert speakers, digital 
poster program, the innovation hub, product 
demonstrations, ageing well gallery and 
interactive sessions.

Program
A world class, three-day program of learning 
and networking, offering global perspectives, 
best-practice keynotes, and interactive, 
thought-provoking discussions.

INSPIRE

Additional Sessions
An expanded Congress experience will include 
wellness and breakfast sessions as well as 
a networking dinner, Next Gen forum and 
ELDAC workshop.

CHOICES

Networking Functions
Key networking event of the year for industry 
leaders and professionals to connect with 
colleagues, exchange ideas and do business.

CONNECT

Trade Exhibition
Discover 1000’s of products and offerings for the 
age services industry in one place over three 
days in our biggest ever trade display.

BIGGER

DYNAMIC

http://www.lasacongress.asn.au
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NATIONAL UPDATE

T
his year’s Leading Age Services Australia (LASA) 
National Congress is set to be the best yet, with new 
features and an incredible line-up of speakers that will 
ensure it remains the leading and largest gathering for 

the age services industry in the Asia Pacific region.

More than 1,200 people are expected to descend on Adelaide 
27-29 October during a pivotal time for ageing in Australia—an 
era driven by changing community expectations, a dynamic 
political environment, an Aged Care Royal Commission, and by 
innovations within our own industry.

This year’s ‘Better Ageing Futures – It’s in our hands’ National 
Congress will have a sharp focus on how our industry can lead 
and drive the transformation of age services, from an aged 
care mindset to a truly person-centred industry, supporting 
Australians to age well. 

The Baby Boomer generation is powering the growth in the 
number of older Australians and their changing expectations. 
To deliver on this, we must ensure that as a society, and as an 
industry, we offer meaning and purpose to the lives of older 
Australians. Support must encompass not just physical health 
but psychological, emotional, spiritual and social wellbeing, 
along with connection to family, friends and the community.

LASA National Congress is fundamentally about empowering 
our industry to actively embrace future opportunities and 
become the change we want to see. 

Underpinned by a world class, three-day program of learning 
and networking, delegates will have the opportunity to be 
inspired by global perspectives, best-practice keynotes and 
interactive, thought-provoking discussions. 

Master of Ceremonies Kerry O’Brien—a distinguished journalist 
and six-time Walkley Award winner—will lead an impressive 
line-up of more than 70 speakers and keynotes from outstanding 
speakers including science and media personality Todd Samson 
and former Minister for Foreign Affairs Julie Bishop.

LASA Excellence in Age Services Award winners will be 
announced at the Congress Dinner, while the biggest-ever age 
services Trade Exhibition will present over 160 displays of new 
and innovative products for the industry. 

Over 50 plenary, concurrent and panel sessions, a breakfast 
program and five networking functions plus two workshops 
provide delegates with ample opportunity to tailor-make 
an outstanding learning and networking experience—it’s 
absolutely not to be missed!

New features include:
• Morning wellness sessions
•  Optional networking dinner at National Wine Centre in Adelaide.
• Pet therapy display.
• Start-up alley in the Trade Exhibition Hall.
• Ageing Well Photography Competition.
• Optional Wednesday workshops presented by ELDAC and 

Next Gen.
• Optional pre-conference sightseeing tour to the Barossa Valley.

Outstanding speakers include:
• Todd Samson—the ‘Body Hack’ guy and writer and host of 

the award-winning ‘Redesign my Brain’— will talk about how 
to boost your creativity and brain power.

DON’T MISS THE BIGGEST
AGE SERVICES EVENT OF THE YEAR!  

LASA NATIONAL CONGRESS 27-29 OCTOBER 2019

LASA EVENTS
T: 07 3725 5588  |  E: EVENTS@LASA.ASN.AU

REGISTER: WWW.LASACONGRESS.ASN.AU

#LASACONGRESS2019

Kerry O’Brien
Australia’s most  

respected Journalist

The Hon Julie Bishop
Former Foregin Minister and  

Newly appointed Chancellor of ANU

Billie Jordon
Motivational Speaker and  

Founder of the Hip Operation Crew

Todd Sampson
Host of Gruen Planet, The Project, 
Redesign My Brain, BodyHack and 
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demonstrations, ageing well gallery and 
interactive sessions.

Program
A world class, three-day program of learning 
and networking, offering global perspectives, 
best-practice keynotes, and interactive, 
thought-provoking discussions.

INSPIRE

Additional Sessions
An expanded Congress experience will include 
wellness and breakfast sessions as well as 
a networking dinner, Next Gen forum and 
ELDAC workshop.

CHOICES

Networking Functions
Key networking event of the year for industry 
leaders and professionals to connect with 
colleagues, exchange ideas and do business.

CONNECT

Trade Exhibition
Discover 1000’s of products and offerings for the 
age services industry in one place over three 
days in our biggest ever trade display.

BIGGER
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Your Aged Care & Supported Living Specialists  
     paynters.com.au 

1300 734 157

STRATEGIC  
REFURBISHMENT  

SOLUTIONS  
Partnering with you for design 

& construction solutions 

Continued from page 15

• Julie Bishop—Australia’s first female Minister for Foreign 
Affairs—will give a presentation recounting her career and 
the life lessons it has brought her.

• Billie Jordan—known as the ‘Granny Whisperer’—will discuss 
how it is possible to transform the experience of ageing. 

• Dr Cassandra Goldie—CEO of the Australian Council for 
Social Services—will discuss the impact of social issues on 
the future of ageing.

• Sharon Blackburn CBE—a former age services leader in the 
UK and now Chief Culture Officer BallyCara—will discuss 
how we can coproduce and enable engagement beyond 
compliance. 

Plenary session highlights:
• Women in Leadership Panel Session—facilitated by Doreen 

Power, 2019 Aged Care CEO of the Year and CEO of Lyndoch 
Living, with panellists including Benetas CEO Sandra Hills 
OAM, Managing Director of AvantiCare Lidia Conci, Alison 
Quinn from Creating Leaders, Cynthia Payne from Anchor 
Excellence and LASA Next Gen’s Samantha Bowen.

• Seven concurrent streams covering a range of topics 
such as People & Culture; Organisational Governance; 
International Connections; Innovation & Entrepreneurship; 
Challenging Ageism; Ageing Well; The NDIS Interface; 

Consumer Experience; Evidence for Better Practice; Quality 
& Safety; Environment & Design; The Business Behind the 
Business; Communications, Media & Your Brand.

• Seven Fishbowl Conversations on the following topics: 
The Power of the Narrative; Funding the Future; Designing 
Towards a Better Death; Challenging Ageism; Aged Care & 
the NDIS; Effective Advocacy; and Innovation Hub.

• Innovation Hub—featuring Marketing Manager Mirus 
Australia Anthony Carroll, Executive Chariman Rockpool 
Residential Aged Care Bill Summers, Global Chief 
Marketing Officer Gabriel Maria Crews, and CEO Global 
Centre for Modern Ageing Julianne Parkinson.

• Town Hall Meeting—an interactive session on the key 
issues affecting age services, facilitated by MC Kerry 
O’Brien. 

• The Consumer and Quality Commission’s view on a Better 
Ageing Future—with Chief Advocate National Seniors Ian 
Henschke and Aged Care Quality and Safety Commissioner 
Janet Anderson.

Join us on this journey to Better Ageing Futures for all 
Australians. Call 1300 111 636 or email events@lasa.asn.au ■

Linda Baraciolli is Communications Advisor & Fusion Editor, 
Leading Age Services Australia. 
For more information visit www.lasacongress.asn.au

http://paynters.com.au
mailto:events%40lasa.asn.au?subject=
http://www.lasacongress.asn.au
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NINE MONTHS OF ROYAL COMMISSION—
WHERE ARE WE NOW?

T
he Aged Care Royal Commission has now held nine 
substantive topic-based hearings working through 
the issues identified in its Terms of Reference. With 
funding and sustainability still to be substantially 

addressed and workforce now scheduled for Melbourne 
(14-18 October 2019), the Royal Commission was recently 
granted an extension of six months to continue to hear 
evidence from Australians and conduct its deliberations.

To date we have heard from a number of direct witnesses 
(frequently relatives), a series of case studies and evidence 
from providers. Experts have been called to provide the latest 
evidence and commentary on the state of aged care services 
from their particular perspective. 

While the media have been concerned with negative stories, 
not all evidence has been of alleged sub-standard care. 
Excellent care was best demonstrated by the testimony of 
Elise who lives at Bellmere (part of NewDirection) and Kevin 
Chester and his wife who live close to each other in Whiddon 
facilities. 

Following the first hearings in Adelaide—a topic-based 
hearing of an overview of the aged care system (11-13 & 
18-22 February) and a second one on care in the home 
(18-22 March)—they then moved onto Sydney (6-8 & 13-17 
May) where the focus was on residential care, particularly on 
care for those living with dementia and the use of restrictive 
practices. (These were discussed in detail in previous issues 
of Fusion.)

At the hearings in Broome (17-19 June 2019), issues of 
access to services in remote or very remote areas were 
explored, and culturally safe and appropriate care as a key 
foundation of person-centred care was emphasised. The 
financial viability for providers operating in these contexts 
was noted, particularly with regard to access to workforce. 
The first explicit example of triangulation of data from multiple 
sources occurred including reference to complaints reports, 
regulator reports and the information submitted by the 
provider as part of their Service Provider Survey in February 
2019.

Continued on page 18

http://www.lifefitness.com.au
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Person-centred care was further reviewed in Perth (24-28 
June 2019) in examples of failure and examples of good 
practice highlighted throughout the hearing. The importance 
of leadership and culture, recruitment, recognition of 
autonomy, choice and control, and the need for balance with 
safety were noted. Palliative care as an extension of person-
centred care was examined, including the importance of 
family and carers that a needs-based focus was required to 
permeate all layers from policy to delivery of care. 

Culturally safe service delivery and access to services on 
country opened and closed the hearings held in Darwin 
(8-12 July 2019). The connection between quality of care 
and quality of life was explored through two cases studies, 
with different emphases regarding the performance of the 
providers. Systemic causes of failure were concluded. 

Quality of life issues continued during the hearings in Cairns 
(15-17 July 2019) focusing on wound management (including 
pressure injuries), continence care, and food and nutrition. 
Case studies of failure to manage care were included, and 
other ‘direct’ evidence stories presented to highlight systemic 
conclusions made by Counsel. 

The hearing held in Mildura (29-31 July 2019) focused on 
the needs of family, informal and unpaid carers for older 
Australians, and highlighted the toll on informal carers and the 
variability of access and quality of support. Issues regarding 
access to and funding for respite care were noted.

At the Brisbane hearings (5-9 August 2019), case studies 
previously examined on aspects of care were revisited from 
the perspective of the effectiveness of the regulatory regime, 
while interconnections between government departments and 
agencies as part of the regulatory landscape were scrutinised 
in detail. Leading Counsel concluded that the ‘regulatory 
model for aged care and the culture of the regulators needs 
to change’.

Community forums have been held in six locations and 
more dates are scheduled. If you are not subscribed to the 
automatic updates from the Royal Commission, details of 
upcoming forums can be found on the ‘Engagement’ tab on 
their website.

As this issue of Fusion goes into production, the first 
Melbourne hearing (9-11 & 13 September 2019) is just 
beginning. It will address younger people in residential aged 
care, which throws up its own set of issues. Other hearings 
scheduled for Melbourne are:

• Diversity in aged care (7-9 & 11 October 2019)
• Aged care workforce (14-18 October 2019)

The Commissioners have made a number of service provider 
visits which have been referenced. These are published on 
their webpage, which also now includes information in other 
languages and a series of Frequently Asked Questions. 
Counsel Assisting advised that over 4,810 submissions have 
been made. 

The Royal Commission has published further background 
papers on Advanced Care Planning in Australia and 
Legislative framework for Aged Care Quality and Safety 
Regulation. 

Leading Age Services Australia will continue to provide 
Member Updates on emerging issues and Daily Hearing 
Updates on points discussed during the witness evidence. 
Thanks to those Members who have let us know they 
appreciate this level of information, and please reach out to us 
if we can assist you further in relation to the Royal Commission.

The Royal Commission’s final report is now due by  
12 November 2020. ■

Jane Bacot-Kilpatrick is Aged Care Royal Commission Project 
Coordinator, Leading Age Services Australia.
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RETIREMENT LIVING REFORMS
WHAT’S HAPPENING IN YOUR STATE?

New South Wales

D
uring July and August the NSW 
Department of Fair Trading 
issued a discussion paper 
and called for feedback from 

retirement village stakeholders about 
how reforms concerning residents 
leaving a retirement village should be 
defined and implemented.  

The proposed reforms would: 

• introduce a 42-day cap on the 
amount of time general service fees 
can be charged; and 

• require payment of exit entitlements 
to former retirement village 
residents within six months of 
residents leaving villages in 
metropolitan areas, and 12 months 
in regional NSW. 

These reforms address matters 
highlighted in the 2017 Parliamentary 
Inquiry into the Retirement Housing 
Sector—including concerns about 
financial constraints on residents 
transitioning to residential aged 
care—and sign off on one of the NSW 
Government’s election platform issues.  

While it appears these 
recommendations will be implemented, 
the Department of Fair Trading is 
currently seeking feedback on how 
they should be implemented.  

Victoria
The Victorian Government has 
committed to a review of the 
Retirement Villages Act 1986, which has 
not been subject to a comprehensive 
review since 2004. This delivers 
on the recommendations of the 
2017 Parliamentary Inquiry into the 
Retirement Housing Sector, that a 
review be undertaken to determine 
the efficacy of the Act in providing 

consumer protection while allowing 
growth and innovation in the sector.

The review will consider:

• the effectiveness of the Act in 
providing consumer protection;

• the extent to which the regulatory 
framework has the flexibility to 
facilitate growth and evolution in 
the sector;

• the impact of changing 
demographics, particularly 
increasingly aged and frail residents 
living in retirement villages;

• the impact of recent regulatory 
reforms to the Act; 

• reports, recommendations and 
reforms arising from adjacent 
reviews, including in other 
jurisdictions; and

• recommendations of the Inquiry 
that the government committed to 
investigate further.

The review will be undertaken in 
three stages over a two-year period 

commencing with an issues paper to 
be released in late October.  

Western Australia
The formal consultation process 
for the next round of retirement 
village amendments—Consultation 
Regulatory Impact Statement 
(CRIS-1)—has begun in WA. This 
process will examine the outstanding 
recommendations of the Statutory 
Review of Retirement Villages 
Legislation Final Report 2010 and 
make proposals to:

• implement those recommendations 
that are still appropriate and 
relevant;

• consider whether a different 
approach should be taken in 
relation to some matters; and

• look at proposals for reform 
in respect of issues that have 
emerged since the Final Report was 
produced. 

Continued on page 22
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A series of papers will be released at three month intervals. 
The Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety 
expects to release six rounds of proposals, dependent on 
stakeholder feedback. 

CRIS-1 contains options for implementing a number of 
Final Report recommendations to improve consumer 
understanding of the transaction they enter into, the 
prevalent industry fee structure and the total product price. 

WA operators are strongly encouraged to provide feedback 
to all stages over the next two years. Submissions can be 
emailed to: consultations@dmirs.wa.gov.au

Queensland
In Queensland, Stage 1 amendments of the Housing 
Legislation (Building Better Futures) Amendment Act 2017 to 
the Retirement Villages Act 1999 became law as of 1 February 
2019. Stage 2 (Contracts and Change to Village operations), 
which may include the sale or closure of the village or major 
construction or demolition works, has been released as we 

go to press for feedback and consultation. LASA is meeting 
with Department of Housing & Public Works and will keep 
Members informed as things progress. Stage 3 (Standard 
Financial Reports and Budgets) are yet to be released as we 
go to press. 

Australia-wide
The Australian Retirement Village Accreditation Scheme 
(ARVAS) has now commenced. This is an initiative of two 
peak bodies representing retirement living operators—
Leading Age Services Australia and the Property Council 
of Australia. ARVAS sets a new level of quality standards 
and service across retirement communities in Australia and 
may be a definitive factor for the discerning consumer when 
choosing a retirement community. For further information on 
ARVAS and how to become an accredited village, visit  
www.arvas.com.au or email info@qip.com.au. ■

Paul Murphy is Principal Advisor Retirement Living & Seniors 
Housing, Leading Age Services Australia.

S E E  O U R  R A N G E  O F  B E D S ,
F U R N I T U R E  A N D  L I N E N

1 0 %  D I S C O U N T  F O R  O N L I N E  S A L E S
 U S E  C O D E :  L A S A  ( D I S C O U N T  A P P L I E S  T O  I T E M S  O N L Y  U N T I L  1 6 / 1 1 / 1 9 )

W W W . W E N T W O R T H C A R E O N L I N E . C O M . A U

Continued from page 21
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SENIORS HOUSING SECTOR  
GETS A BOOST  

LASA Retirement Village Manager of the Year award highlights role of this important sector. 

I
ntegrated seniors housing describes a range of housing 
types that support the health and wellbeing of people in 
later life, without taking away their independence.

Housing such as retirement and lifestyle villages, 
independent living units and manufactured home or land-lease 
communities are becoming more integrated with care and 
service delivery options. 

Leading Age Services Australia (LASA) National Integrated 
Seniors Housing Conference was developed to showcase and 
provide support to this important sector within the age services 
industry.

Around 120 delegates at the 2019 conference on the Gold 
Coast heard about the latest government reforms for the 
sector, innovations for successful independent living, sales 
and marketing techniques, legal and compliance issues, and 
funding options—to name a few!

There were plenty of moments for old thoughts and ways to be 
challenged, plus many opportunities for networking, including 
the Conference Dinner where the LASA Village Manager of the 
Year Award was announced.

The award highlights the important role that retirement 
communities play in providing affordable, age appropriate 
housing and vibrant social and community services for senior 
Australians.

It also aims to promote and recognise excellence across the 
diverse and dynamic fields of endeavour in the retirement living 
industry—celebrating the passion and achievements of people 
who continually maintain high standards in customer service, 
sales and marketing, complaints and dispute resolution 
and robust operational management processes across their 
retirement community.

The winner for 2019 was Jessica Madden, Operations Manager 
at De Paul Manor Estate on the Gold Coast—who was joint 
runner up for the award in 2018. 

Over the past five years, Jessica has been responsible for 
day-to-day running of De Paul Manor Estate, who gets involved 
in all aspects of work and village life—from Board Meetings 
and emergency call outs to monthly birthdays and welcome 
morning teas.

LASA wishes to congratulate Jessica and all the finalists, many 
of whom work in regional areas:

Jack Greathead – Village Manager at Wesley Mission Qld’s 
Wheller on the Park in Brisbane.

Vanessa Nugent – Manager at Bolton Clarke’s Westhaven 
Retirement Village in Toowoomba.

Jessica Madden (Winner) – Operations Manager at De Paul 
Manor Estate on the Gold Coast.

Deborah Luscombe – Retirement Village Manager at Mt 
Eymard Retirement Community in Bowral.

Raylene Trewartha – Resident Liaison Manager at Good 
Shepherd Village in Mackay.

LASA thanks sponsors Mullins Lawyers for their wonderful 
support of these awards. ■

Linda Baraciolli is Communications Advisor & Fusion Editor, 
Leading Age Services Australia.

 
L-R: LASA Principal Advisor Retirement Living & Seniors Housing Paul Murphy, 
Retirement Village Manager of the Year 2019 Jessica Madden and Partner with 
Mullins Lawyers Stuart Lowe.
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE:
CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT AND MARKET VALUE IN HOME CARE

Home care reforms have sought to generate a market-based system where the consumer drives 
quality.

D
uring the last two years both consumers and 
providers have encountered a highly competitive 
environment that is largely transactional in nature 
and where consumers can exercise package 

portability. 

Research indicates that the rate at which consumers 
exercise package portability is relatively low, sitting near 
10 per cent. This leaves home care providers with clear 
opportunity to maximise consumer engagement and market 
value while on-boarding consumers and delivering care and 
services. 

Partnerships with consumers and their representatives in the 
delivery of care is fundamental as consumers increasingly 
shape choices about the care and services they receive. 

Three key elements need to be accounted for in the 
realisation of market value with regard to a partnership 
approach to home care delivery: expectations, experiences 
and outcomes.

Expectations
Traditionally, expectations concerning home care have been 
driven by Government with a focus on compliance and the 
achievement of minimum requirements. Today consumer 
preferences in planning the delivery of care and services are 
front and centre. 

Complexities and challenges can emerge for providers 
in seeking to respond to consumer expectations. Where 
consumers are confronted with financial constraints, rapidly 
changing care needs and pressured decision making they 
may experience cognitive dissonance. This refers to feelings 
of discomfort that result when a consumer’s expectations 
run counter to their experience. 

Robust service agreements, clearly articulated goal-
directed care plans and workforce training that can respond 
sensitively to consumer expectations are central to the 
future of consumer engagement. 

Importantly, there is still some way to go in building 
consistency within the market in responding to both 
Government and consumer expectations for delivering high 
quality care, market value and the overall reputation of a 
burgeoning industry. 

Experiences
Consumer experience is relative to expectations when 
planning and delivering home care. Trying to get an 
alignment between a consumer’s expectations and 
experiences is central to the operations of a quality home 
care service. 

Consumer experience is often measured by providers 
through the use of satisfaction surveys and other consumer 
feedback mechanisms with regard to the delivery of 
care and continuous improvement. Importantly, a more 
sophisticated and standardised approach for measuring 
consumer experience in home care is before us. 

Quality review of approved home care providers now 
includes the collecting of standardised information on 
consumer experience via a Consumer Experience Report. 
This will create opportunity for the development of a 
standardised approach to providing information to both 

providers and consumers on consumer experience. It will 
also support industry benchmarking, consumer decision 
making and the improvement of consumer experience 
relative to their expectations.

Expectations

Experiences Outcomes

Continued on page 26
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Outcomes
Demonstrating evidence of consumer outcomes for high 
quality and safe care is central to the new Aged Care Quality 
Standards. Selection of outcome indicators for home care 
is at the discretion of providers. Importantly, routine data 
collection and the publishing of consumer outcomes relative 
to their expectations and experiences provides a robust 
approach to communicate a provider’s value proposition 
with supporting evidence.

Across industry there are varied levels of sophistication for 
demonstrating the consumer outcomes that are achieved in 
planning and delivering care. If not already, approved home 
care providers should consider building outcome evaluation 
mechanisms into their operational processes. 

Goal Attainment Scaling, as an individualised approach 
to demonstrating consumer outcomes, has merit for 
supporting industry realisation of outcome measurement 
relative to consumer expectations and experiences. 
Similarly, standardised measures such as the ASCOT, 
ACCOM and ICECAP-O provide robust metric approaches 
to measure consumer outcomes concerned with quality 
attributes such as a consumer’s daily life, personal safety, 

social participation, accommodation, sense of dignity, 
purpose, enjoyment and control.

Key challenges for providers in demonstrating evidence of 
consumer outcomes includes the development of internal 
capability and a sufficiently mature care planning framework 
that can support data metrics. Ideally, these metrics should 
enable the translating of individualised consumer-specific 
outcome data into program level home care outcome data, 
and thus support overall impact evaluation to confirm a 
provider’s market value relative to consumer expectations.

In summary, home care providers need to keep their 
eyes fixed on the future. Providing attention to consumer 
expectations, experiences and outcomes will help drive 
the transformation of home care provider operations from 
a transactional to a truly person-centred culture. It will 
also support future generations of Australians to age well, 
spearheading the cultural and operational innovation and 
change required of industry. Putting the past behind us, let’s 
focus on the future—a better ageing future. ■

Troy Speirs is Principal Advisor Home Care, Leading Age 
Services Australia.
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
IS A MARRIAGE NOT A WEDDING  

“In a chronically leaking boat, energy devoted to changing vessels is more productive than energy 
devoted to patching leaks.” – Warren Buffett, Chairman and CEO of Berkshire Hathaway

T
he operative word in digital transformation isn’t 
digital, its transformation. Many fail to realise that 
transformation is a process requiring stages that 
build from each other. These things take time (a lot of 

time) and must be tended to continuously.

One of the biggest mistakes leaders in the age services 
industry can make is to view technology as a plug-and-play 
solution to their organisational challenges—with expected 
immediate returns to boot. 

At best, you might address a discrete organisational or 
service problem—for example, better falls prevention 
technology in homes—yet be nowhere near to redesigning 
and improving the organisation’s entire customer experience.

If you think about why transformation initiatives aren’t 
moving from pilots to whole-of-organisation initiatives, this 
is because organisations primarily treat such initiatives as an 
event, and not a process. It’s no different to mistaking your 
wedding for your marriage.

As our industry continues to address ongoing reforms and 
meet consumer demands, it’s important to note that many 
of these organisations were not born digital, and as such, 
entrenched mindsets and ways of working run counter to 
digitally intense organisations. 

Where digital organisations typically are better at conducting 
rapid experiments, collaborating fluidly across functions and 
hierarchies, and are data-driven—traditional organisations 
are generally better at working towards stability, and 
adhering to rules and compliance. 

However, successful digital and traditional organisations are 
aligned in their focus on meeting their customers’ needs and 
wants, and being accountable to measurable results. 

As an incumbent age services organisation, striving for 
stability and having to be compliant need not be an inertial 
drag on one’s transformation process. George Westerman, 
Director for Workforce Learning at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology’s World Education Lab, suggests the 
following principles: 

• Create guidelines that enable speed and autonomy 
without sacrificing integrity.

• Develop processes to rapidly identify places where 
guidelines are not being followed.

•  Create easy ways to suggest changes to guidelines.
•  Help employees keep their skills current through training 

and stretch assignments. 

At a broader transformational perspective, John Kotter, 
retired Professor at the Harvard Business School cites the 
following milestones for successful transformation initiatives:

•  Establish a sense of urgency—convince at least 75% of 
your managers that the status quo is more dangerous 
than the unknown.

•  Form a powerful guiding coalition—assemble a group 
with shared commitment and enough power to lead the 
change effort.

Merlin Kong holds the certificate from The Australian Financial Review/Boss 
Magazine for innovAGEING, named 5th Most Innovative Company within 
Government, Education and the Not-For-Profit Sector in 2019. (Image: Inventium)
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•  Create a vision—create a vision to direct the change 
effort, and strategies for realising that vision.

•  Communicate the vision—always talk about the new 
vision and ways of achieving it, and lead by example.  

•  Empower others to act on the vision—remove barriers 
that hinder the new vision, and encourage risk-taking and 
non-traditional ideas and activities.

• Plan for and create short-term wins—define and 
implement performance improvements, and reward staff 
for contributing to those improvements.

• Consolidate improvements and produce more change—
use increased credibility from wins to create more 
change, and to reinvigorate ongoing transformation 
initiative.

• Institutionalise new approaches—articulate the 
connections between new behaviours and corporate 
success, and establish aligned leadership development 
programs and succession plans. 

Again, transformation initiatives are fundamentally a 
process, and not an event. Research by Erik Brynjolfsson 
and Lorin Hitt, involving over 600 organisations, found that 
it took five to seven years for full productivity benefits to 
be realised from technology investments. Equally, every 

dollar invested in technology correlated to an additional nine 
dollars invested in the organisation’s staff and processes. 

Forget for a moment thoughts of adopting artificial 
intelligence (AI) as a means to leapfrogging the hard work 
needed for digital transformation to take place. AI requires 
quality real-time data (and lots of it) that is ideally integrated 
into operations processes. As such, AI is more an extension 
of, rather than a shortcut to digitisation. 

In short, unless your organisation is a digital native, 
transformation will take time and be a messy process. 
There’s no off-the-self technology solution to this; your 
organisation’s ability to collaborate across silos, risk 
appetite, and data readiness are antecedents to your 
success. 

To quote Ebenezer Scrooge in Charles Dicken’s A Christmas 
Carol: “Is this what must be, or what might be?” The answer, 
and the future of your organisation, is consequently up to 
you. ■ 

Merlin Kong is Head of innovAGEING, Australia’s national 
innovation network for the age services industry. 
For more information visit www.innovageing.org.au 
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TWO AGED CARE PROVIDERS, A ROBOTICS COMPANY, AN 
ORGANISATION TACKLING DISADVANTAGE AMONG OLDER AUSTRALIANS 

AND A HEALTH CARE START-UP ARE THE WINNERS OF THE 

innovAGEING NATIONAL AWARDS 2019

T
he winners of the inaugural innovAGEING National 
Awards 2019 are diverse but they all share one common 
goal—to put the notion of ‘ageing well’ at the centre of 
their products and services.

With the age services industry having a more developed 
understanding of innovation, they’re no longer just talking 
about technology, but have a sophisticated appreciation that 
innovation is about changing the logic of one’s business to 
better meet consumer demands. 

“Each of our winners, and indeed all our finalists, ably 
demonstrate that gearing their products and services with the 
consumer in mind means better support for older Australians,” 
says Merlin Kong, Head of innovAGEING.

“They can stand proud because they’ve made a significant 
contribution not only to our industry, but to the lives of older 
Australians and their families.”

The awards were established this year to celebrate the 
achievements of Australian companies and organisations 
that have supported a new and better way of providing 
consumer-centred care and services for older Australians, in an 
outstanding way.

Finalists in the five categories (winners in bold):

Improving Consumer Choice
EXSitu Pty Ltd, Home Carers Direct, Mable, Moove and 
Groove with Twighlight Aged Care

Enhancing Consumer Experience
Churches of Christ in Queensland, hayylo with integratedliving 
Australia, IRT Foundation, Southern Cross Care (NSW & 
ACT)

Realising Wellness and Re-Ablement
HCF with Billy, IRT Foundation, IRT Group, Southern Cross 
Care SA & NT 

Increasing Care and Service Productivity
Five Good Friends, IRT Group, Lamson, RSL LifeCare

Increasing Access to Care and Services
Goodwin Aged Care Services, LDK Healthcare, Uniting 
Communities, War Memorial Hospital

NATIONAL UPDATE

 Improving Consumer Choice Award – Anne MacGregor (Award Presenter, 
Commonwealth Bank), April Creed (ExSitu), Rebecca Glover (ExSitu), Alison 
Harrington (Harrington), Kate Sowden (Moove and Groove), Neil Wendt (Twilight 
Aged Care), Peter Scutt (Mable), and Marco Torre (Home Carers Direct).

Increasing Access to Care and Services Award L-R: Roslyn Millar (War 
Memorial Hospital), Anne Cross (Uniting Communities), Richard Thorpe (Goodwin 
Aged Care Services – Winner), Dylan Verrier (Award Presenter, Pluss60), and 
Byron Cannon (LDK Healthcare).

Continued on page 30
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EXSitu Pty Ltd
EXSitu is the brain child of two nurses (now independent 
co-founders) in response to a gap they identified in service 
provision. ExSitu’s solution is a digital platform that helps older 
people discover and define their values, and to capture this 
information, which provides a sense of security should they 
need care in the future. It also informs carers, and enables 
products and services to be offered in a consumer-centred 
way. The solution is based on extensive market research and 
testing, as well as trials in home care and residential care with 
IRT and other partners. It was built and tested with the support 
of IRT’s Innovation team and the University of Wollongong 
iAccelerate Start Program. 

Southern Cross Care (NSW & ACT)
The 10K project began as a joint initiative between Southern 
Cross Care (NSW & ACT), Groundswell and Western Sydney 
University. 10K is a wellbeing program that focuses on 
relationship building and community engagement, not just 
activities, to tackle social isolation. It involves engaging with 
all the resources and networks within a 10-kilometre radius of 
a Southern Cross Care aged care home, and getting to know 
the residents to tailor-make meaningful linkages. Through 10K, 
Southern Cross Care developed an active, connected and 
engaged aged care environment, with doors open for members 
of the community, family or friends to join in for coffee or attend 
a class—shifting the collective responsibility for our ageing 
population. 

IRT Foundation 
IRT Foundation’s Integrated Aboriginal Home Care pilot 
(“Booraja”), funded by the Australian Government’s Dementia 
and Age Care Services Innovation Fund, aims to increase 
participation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in 
consumer-directed care. Booraja is a service delivery model 
that supports independence of ageing Indigenous people to 
remain in their own homes and connected to their community. 
Based on self-determination, Booraja gives them choice 
and control over the services they access to deliver their 
care needs. Booraja tackles barriers to participation through 
community Yarn Up sessions; development of a culturally 
competent workforce; and tailoring the range of services, as 
led by the local Elders’ Council.

Increasing Care and Service Productivity Award – Anthony Carroll (Award Presenter, Mirus Australia), Leonie Mulheran (Lamson—Winner), Simon 
Lockyer (Five good friends), Matthew Cowley (Five Good Friends), Kathy Hochkins (RSL Lifecare), Jude Gill (RSL Lifecare), Anne Blume (RSL 
Lifecare), Meg Nichols (RSL Lifecare), Denise Gribben (RSL Lifecare), Joash Belousoff (Novigi), John Vohradsky (IRT Group), Shaun Maris (IRT 
Group).

Realising Wellness and Re-Ablement Award – Rob Deeming (Billy), Bunja 
Smith (IRT Foundation—Winner), James Fordham (Award Presenter, KontentLabs), 
Toby Dawson (IRT Foundation—Winner), and John Vohradsky (IRT Group).

Continued from page 29
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Lamson
Lamson Group identified that aged care workers were manually 
moving meals, laundry, waste and supplies, taking staff 
away from face-to-face resident care. Lamson worked with 
almost 40 providers and found that aged care facilities lose 
up to 20 hours per day moving trolleys, indicating a need for 
automation. Lamson together with Prins Willem Alexandra 
Village (Micare) became the first in the world to design and 
create a person-centred robotic system for the aged care 
environment. This system was tested with residents, families 
and staff. It has transformed operations and has impacted 
future building design, improving service productivity for the 
industry and giving staff more time to focus on caring for 
residents.

Goodwin
Goodwin Aged Care Services in Canberra was the first 
Australian residential aged care provider to appoint an 
accredited pharmacist full-time. This innovative step means 
the on-site pharmacist can respond to the needs of residents 
day-to-day. Goodwin has several facilities in Canberra and 
if an acute issue arises, the pharmacist has access to all the 
relevant information to provide accurate advice—regardless 
of the resident’s location. The pharmacist works closely 
with local GPs, conducts medication reviews, and provides 
advice to staff and residents on medication-related issues, 
with a particular focus on antimicrobial and antipsychotic 
stewardship. ■

Linda Baraciolli is Communications Advisor & Fusion Editor, 
Leading Age Services Australia.
innovAGEING is an Australian Government funded initiative. 
The National Awards were jointly supported by innovAGEING 
Foundation Partners, the Commonwealth Bank and KPMG. For 
more information visit www.innovageing.org.au

Enhancing Consumer Experience – Toby Dawson (IRT Foundation), Bunja 
Smith (IRT Foundation), Helen Emmerson (Southern Cross Care – NSW & ACT—
Winner), Judy McMahon (Southern Cross Care – NSW & ACT—Winner), Jessie 
Williams (the Groundswell Project—Winner), Karen Ochoa (Churches of Christ 
in Queensland), Bryan Mason (Churches of Christ in Queensland), and Rebecca 
Hogan (Churches of Christ in Queensland), Gregory Satur (hayylo), Kylie Houlihan 
(integratedliving Australia), Simon Heaysman (hayylo).

http://www.innovageing.org.au
http://accesspay.com.au
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DIGNITY AND 
CONFIDENCE FOR  
EVERYONE

This particular Bariatric Rail model meets the needs of 
the larger built person. The handgrips are supported  
by adjustable legs that are firmly positioned to the  
side of the toilet by rubber-capped feet to prevent  
tripping. The Bariatric model comes in polished stain-
less steel.

BARIATRIC TOILET 
SUPPORT RAIL

     Raises the height 
of toilet seats and 
electronic bidets

     Easily installed 
and conveniently 
transportable

     Spacers and rails are 
available from reputable 
healthcare suppliers

The Throne Spacer has been developed to add 
height without changing the appearance of a  
standard toilet and toilet seat, and offers comfort 
and safety.

THRONE SPACER
THE ULTIMATE AND MOST VERSATILE TOILET 
SEAT RAISER

Two sizes!
50mm & 80mm 

heights

The best option 
OT’s could 
hope for!

     Use with or without 
Throne Rails

     The Throne Spacer fits 
under the toilet seat

     Unobtrusively integrates 
with the bathroom decor

3-in-1 Rail
• Standard
• Splayed
• Fold-Down

The functions of the ‘Standard’, ‘Splayed’ and ‘Fold Down’ rails have 
been incorporated into the ‘3-in-1’, making it the most convenient toilet 
support system on the market.

The benefits of the Throne Accessories ‘3-in-1’ Rail System include:

• This rail replaces the previous three models
• Simplified ordering... etc

The new Throne Accessories ‘3-in-1’ Rail System will be of great 
advantage for:

•  Equipment loan departments in hospitals, schools, respite care and 
hospice facilities

• Nursing homes and retirement villages
• Hotels, motels, hostels, residential and other accommodation outlets

http://www.throne.com.au
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INSPIRING THE
NEXT 

GENERATION  
The future of the aged care workforce is in our 
hands.

I
t’s great to see the enormous support for Next Gen in 
our industry. Next Gen is a new initiative by Leading Age 
Services Australia (LASA) to support the voice of young 
professionals in age services, helping our young leaders 

address challenges and enact new ideas across Australia. 

Since March this year we have connected, supported and 
listened to those who will become our future leaders in aged 
care. They see us leaning in and sharing the opportunities to be 
part of a future in which we can all age well. 

This August, we had over 170 young leaders attend Next Gen 
Forums in QLD, NSW, and VIC (more scheduled for SA, WA 
and TAS). Our young leaders came together to be inspired 
about our industry’s future and meet their peers who are 
passionately leading teams across all levels of our workforce. 

With topics that highlighted the current workforce challenges 
(and opportunities) through to panels on being vulnerable in a 
professional world, the feedback and positivity generated from 
these events has built a strong foundation from which Next 
Gen can build, nurture and grow.

Feedback from our Forums included:

“I liked that the forum was for ‘me’. I have only been to 
conferences and forums that are for everyone and my 
invite has been associated with my role. This forum was 
different, being in a room with my peers that are like-
minded and motivated was incredible. I was invited to 
this forum for me and that made such a difference.”
--- 
“Seriously....THANKYOU for a fantastic day of learning 
and the opportunity to connect with other like-minded 
driven peeps who love older people as much as I do! 
I have been to heaps of industry conferences but 
never been at one that has held my attention all day!! 
I could not sleep last night as I was buzzing about 
what is yet to come for our industry👊!It was a great
opportunity to share (without judgement) and listen to 
others experiences. So many things I heard made me 
feel better about what I am doing and gave me clarity 
around my current role and how I go about things.”

Next Gen has also taken the important step of establishing 
Ambassador Councils, which are made up of individuals 
who have been appointed to support the voice of young 
professionals in age services. From bedside to boardroom, 
young age services professionals want to be involved in 
decision making in aged care. 

These Ambassador Councils will help young leaders address 
challenges, enact new ideas across Australia, and promote 
opportunities for growth and support as they enter into 
leadership roles and discussions facing the future of our age 
services industry. 

Specifically, they will support LASA to identify the challenges 
faced by our young professionals, work with them to develop 
solutions, provide recommendations to key associations and 
governments, and work together to create solutions to ensure 
they have the skills and capacity to grow and inherit age 
services leadership roles into the future. 

Next Gen received over 180 Ambassador applications from 
young people—an overwhelming response. As a result, in 
addition to our National Ambassador Council, we are also 
establishing State councils to further reflect regional issues in 
WA, SA, VIC/TAS, NSW/ACT and QLD. 

LASA Next Gen is pleased to present the National Ambassador 
Council. These 15 Next Gens are individuals with a strong passion 
for age services and are inspired to look beyond organisational 
borders to address the challenges young people can face when 
engaging in age services careers and industry discussions. (Meet 
the National Ambassador Council members on page 34.)

With more activities and projects planned, there are great 
opportunities for leaders, young leaders, and organisations 
to be involved in Next Gen. Reach out for a discussion via 
samanthab@lasa.asn.au or let’s have a coffee at LASA National 
Congress in October! ■

Samantha Bowen is Principal Advisor Next Gen, Leading Age 
Services Australia.
For more information visit www.lasa.asn.au/lasa-next-gen
Upcoming Next Gen Forum dates: 30 October 2019 (Adelaide), 
11 November 2019 (Hobart), 15 November 2019 (Perth). For 
more information or to book phone 07 3725 5555 or email 
events@lasa.asn.au

NATIONAL UPDATE

L-R: Lauren Todorovic (Hello Care); Oliver Heuthe (Martin Luther Homes), 
Samantha Bowen (principal Advisor Next Gen), Rob Sacristani (Next Generation 
Solutions) and Nikki Beckman (Marchese Partners) at the Next Gen VIC Panel on 
vulnerability in leadership roles.

http://www.throne.com.au
mailto:samanthab%40lasa.asn.au?subject=
http://www.lasa.asn.au/lasa-next-gen
mailto:events%40lasa.asn.au?subject=
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Jon Twomey, Business Development 
Executive, Altura Learning, QLD.

MEET OUR NEXT GEN NATIONAL COUNCIL!

Natalie Anderson, Care Advisor, 
Anglican Care, NSW.

Oliver Heuthe, Marketing + 
Innovation Manager, Martin Luther 
Homes, VIC.

Jamie Langdon, Community 
Engagement Officer, Benevolent 
Living, QLD.

Melissa Pagliarulo, CEO, St 
Paul’s Lutheran Homes Hahndorf, 
SA.

Rob Sacristani, National 
Recruitment and Business 
Manager, Next Generation 
Services, VIC.

Emma Lingius, Group Executive 
Officer Seasons Aged Care, 
Envigor Home Group, QLD.

Kaizaad Mehta, National Director 
Healthcare, Commonwealth Bank, 
NSW.

Moti Naral, General Manager, My 
Care Solutions, SA.

Rebecca Hogan, Operations 
Manager, Churches of Christ 
(Queensland), QLD. (Vice-Chair)

Eshna Khadka, Executive 
Manager Client Services, Mosaic 
Community Care, WA.

Georgia Klipic, Assistant to 
Company Secretary, Community 
Services Group, QLD.

Nikki Beckman, National 
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BETTER AGEING FUTURES –IT’S IN OUR HANDS

I
n August this year, Grant Thornton and Leading Age 
Services Australia together with 121 CEOs and age 
services executives set out to achieve the ambitious goal 
of describing a vision for the age services sector that can 

respond to growing pressures and help make Australia the best 
place in the world to grow old.  

The Perspectives on the Future of Ageing and Age Services 
in Australia report synthesises these independently facilitated 
workshops conducted in Adelaide, Perth, Hobart, Melbourne, 
Brisbane and Sydney. 

The workshop process addressed many of the ‘wicked 
problems’ faced by the sector and it was clear that service 
providers will not be passive participants in the future direction 
of the industry. 

‘Tinkering’ is no longer an option and structural reform will be 
required to restore the faith of the Australian community. 

The top messages from providers throughout the workshops 
were:

• Consumers of care services and their families have the right 
to choice and control over the services they need and want 
and who delivers them. They have the right to high quality 
and safe services from every provider and worker. 

• Workers need to be respected for the work they do in 
caring for the elderly. They are highly skilled and will adapt 
to a more consumer centric model that provides pathways 
for them to learn and grow within the industry.

•  Providers have a significant role and commitment to ensure 
the broader sector  delivers the best care possible to the 
people they support, and will not be passive in advocating 
for a system that delivers it.

• Government needs to recognise its role and make an 
undertaking for systemic reform rather than tinkering 
around the edges. This will come with increased risk 
and will require courage, willingness and commitment to 
change.

• Our community needs to better understand the life changes 
that come with ageing and how services support people 
through those changes. Our community needs to better 
understand and accept death and dying as one of those 
transitions.

• For the industry to be effective in the future, sustainability 
will need to be given greater consideration including a 
much closer look at the relationship between the provision 
of accommodation and care.

The industry is seeking a strong commitment from government 
to explore structural systems reform, and public expression of 
the willingness to execute on those reforms. This commitment 
would be evidenced by:

• Appointment of a Minister whose sole responsibility 
is ageing and ageing services reform who resides in 
cabinet and can address social services, health services 
and infrastructure, ageing services, the budget and the 
economy.  

• Radical redesign of the system based on the consumer 
experience and not limited by structural issues, such as 
departmental boundaries, government jurisdictions, and 
sources of funds.

• Consultation with service providers, in ageing, hospitals, 
primary care, PHNs, education, taxation, superannuation 
and  health insurance to establish a “whole of system” 
perspective on reform.

PERSPECTIVES ON THE FUTURE OF AGEING
AND AGE SERVICES IN AUSTRALIA

Making Australia the best place in the world to grow old.

1300 133 120
www.aidacare.com.au

25 LOCATIONS NATIONALLY

LEADING AGED CARE 
EQUIPMENT PROVIDER

FREE in Home Demonstrations
FREE in Home Setup
DVA Approved Supplier
Equipment Service & Support
NDIS Registered Provider
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• Immediate consideration of the viability of the industry 
and what is required to ameliorate current provider 
performance concerns including the relationship between 
accommodation and care, and how greater clarity and 
choice can be achieved.

• Immediate consideration of processes required to improve 
the relationship between government and providers, 
characterised by engagement, trust and respect rather than 
being punitive and transactional. 

Providers were unanimous in their commitment to improving 
the performance of the industry, their own performance and the 
experience of their customers. They wish to do this by: 

• Reviewing their governance and leadership to ensure it 
meets contemporary governance process and practice 
while reflecting community expectations on safety and 
quality of clinical and care services.

• Considering the role of consumer input into governance 
and leadership processes, including strategic development 
and direction setting, change and transformation activities, 
and service planning and execution. 

• Engaging with staff to ensure they understand and meet the 
expectations of the people they service, their families and 
the broader community.

• Working actively with governments, departments, hospital 
services, primary care and PHNs to identify areas for 
structural reform, research and execute changes that are 
required to deliver a seamless service in the future.

•  Reviewing their own practices to look at ways of improving 
outcomes for consumers.

•  Coming together to expand on the concepts in this paper 
with a view to building a ‘strawman’ view of the industry in 
the future and the bridge required to get there.

What was made very clear is that ageing well and aged care 
services cannot be viewed in isolation, and must become more 
embedded in the fabric of our society.

Next steps will be to build on the foundations of this work 
by undertaking further research and consultation to develop 
a clear schema for a better ageing future and to identify the 
structural changes required to get there. ■

Darrell Price is National Head of Health and Aged Care, Grant 
Thornton Australia.
For the full Perspectives on the Future of Ageing and Age 
Services in Australia report visit www.grantthornton.com.au/
en/insights/reports/Future-of-Ageing or download your copy 
of Key Insights and Reflections – Future of Ageing and Age 
Services Workshops from www.lasa.asn.au/aged-services-in-
australia/lasa-submissions/
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MAKING LIFE A 
LITTLE EASIER.

APPLICATIONS & CONTENT DESIGNED FOR AGED CARE.

Making life easier for residents and carers. Swift’s interactive portal delivers prime movies, TV, music, 
media, world news, local information, secure messaging and more! Operating on any device from 
android to IOS mobile devices, smart TVs or via a set-top box, Swift provides a 5-star experience that 
connects your residents to their world and streamlines communications for your team.

SWIFTMEDIA.COM.AU/AGED-CARE | SALES@SWIFTMEDIA.COM.AU | 08 6103 7595
For a demo of the Swift system, contact us or visit us at booth 19 at LASA’s 2019 National Congress.

Live Information 
Display news, notifications, information, food 
menus and more.

My Family
For residents and their loved ones. Family 
members share images and videos from their 
mobile devices directly to residents’ screens. 
Residents recieve video or photo messages 
from people that matter in their world.

Scrolling media album
Images of family and loved ones rotated 
on residents’ screens. These images are 
automatically updated by the “My Family” app.

International Radio Stations
For those who are visually impaired or prefer 
non-english languages. 

Premium entertainment
Latest release premium movies, vintage 
cinema, a huge library of Hollywood 
entertainment and TV, with every episode of 
your favourite shows. A world of premium 
content to explore.

Aged care specific content
The Swift system provides curated content 
to help with a healthy lifestyle. Virtual travel, 
trivia, relaxation videos, chair based exercises, 
dementia specific content, music therapy, 
classic cinema and more!

Aged Care specific remote
A remote control designed with the specific 
requirements of the aged care environment in 
mind.

http://swiftmedia.com.au/aged-care
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The theme of the Spring edition of Fusion provides me with 
an opportunity to reflect on the journey of aged care reform to 
date and, importantly, on the broader issue of ageing.   

Over the last decade, starting with the Productivity 
Commission’s 2011 report Caring for Older Australians, 
the focus has been on transforming the aged care sector. 
Throughout these years the over-riding goal has been clear 
and consistent—to achieve a sustainable, consumer-driven 
and market-based system. This was the central message 
in the Commission’s report, the Living Longer Living Better 
legislation, the NACA blueprints, the Aged Care Roadmap, 
the Legislated Review and more recently in the Increasing 
Consumer Choice reforms. 

It was not so long ago that many providers saw the 
Government as the client. This was hardly surprising given 
that the Government allocated the operating licences, set 
the rules, assessed the performance and paid the providers. 
In some respects, this was part of the problem rather than 
the pathway to a solution. 

Change is happening. Consumers of home care services 
can now exercise choice and control and can select the 
provider who offers them better value for the funding. There 
is a marketplace for home care, as there has always been 
for other services which older people need and purchase 
according to their preferences and their means. Safety 
nets continue to assist those in financial need who require 
essential care and support. 

In residential care there is a separation of funding for care, 
basic daily services and accommodation. Providers seek 
customers by delivering the highest standards of care and 
diversifying their additional service offerings and quality of 
accommodation. The Government has agreed in principle 
to further increase competition in this segment of the 
market by doing away with the Aged Care Approvals Round, 
subject to the outcome of an Impact Study. Such a reform 
could see competitive long-term residential care being 
offered by approved providers in more diverse locations and 
accommodation settings.

Nonetheless, much remains to be done. As the current Royal 
Commission is finding, the quality and safety of care and 
support to this very vulnerable group in our society has at 
times fallen far short of being acceptable. While some of 

the answers will lie in improved workforce training and the 
functioning of the regulators, the policy framework must also 
contain the right incentive structures to promote high quality 
care. 

These policy settings should include greater control by 
consumers who are able to make more informed choices, as 
well as greater competition between providers so that those 
who deliver better services advance at the expense of those 
who perform poorly. The funding for care, daily services 
and accommodation must be sufficient to enable efficient 
providers of high quality care to be viable, both in large 
competitive markets and in rural, remote and other non-
market environments.

This takes me back to the broader issue of ‘better ageing 
futures’.

COMPETING IN THE GROWING 
MARKETPLACE OF OLDER CONSUMERS
A leading health policy academic reflects on the past and future of age services.

Continued on page 40
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Michael Woods. (Image: University of Technology Sydney)
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The original Productivity Commission report was 
underpinned by a range of policy objectives. They included 
promoting the independence and wellness of older people, 
consumer choice and control, person-centred services that 
met the changing needs of people as they age, being able to 
die well, and the availability of services which are affordable 
for both the older people themselves and for society more 
generally. These objectives applied to—and transcended—
aged care.

The provision of care and support needs to be freed from 
‘aged care system’ thinking. It should be normalised into 
a consumer-driven marketplace of services. As the then 
Treasurer (and current Prime Minister) said in his 2018 
Budget Speech, “Just because you are getting older does 
not mean you should have to surrender your dignity or your 
choices.”

Service providers who wish to serve this growing market 
of older consumers can tap into their desire for quality 
accommodation, reliable housekeeping and personal care 
services, active social, mental and physical engagement 
as well as increasing levels of support and assistance. And 

those who need assistance to fund and navigate this market 
for their essential services should receive that assistance.

In the care and support marketplace the Australian 
Government should narrowly re-define its role, such as 
to: provide financial safety nets for consumers in need; 
overcome market failures by requiring improved information; 
support for thin markets; protection for the vulnerable; and 
regulate for safety and quality. The Government should 
clearly separate this role from that of the regulation and 
funding of health care. Let us not unnecessarily medicalise 
the normal condition of ageing. 

Innovative and efficient service providers who enhance the 
skills of their workforce, refashion their service offerings and 
provide value for money will appeal to older consumers. The 
future is genuinely in their hands. ■

Michael Woods is Professor of Health Economics, Centre for 
Health Economics Research and Evaluation, University of 
Technology Sydney, and former Commissioner and Deputy 
Chair of the Productivity Commission.

Continued from page 39
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H
aving recently moved from the UK to live and work in 
Australia, I have been in active learning mode. On the 
surface systems and policies appear to be very similar 
and yet when I lift the lid, there are so many differences. 

We appear to use similar language and yet it is used differently. 
This has implications for practice. 

Our respective governments talk about valuing older people. 
That doesn’t follow through consistently in either country to 
appropriately funded services; to services that are designed 
around the needs of the individual or their significant others. 
Health and care services are not aligned and people who need 
care and support spend a lot of time navigating complex systems. 

In the UK, healthcare is free at the point of need, while social care 
(including aged care and complex care) is means tested. Nearly 
50 per cent of people fund their own care (care in care homes 
and home care). There is a Registered Nurse Care Contribution 
(monetary amount that is paid to care homes with nursing). 
Continuing Health Care can be paid but eligibility and access is 
becoming increasingly difficult. Differences do exist in Scotland, 
Wales and Northern Ireland. Typically, people entering a care 
home in the UK (with/without nursing) are aged 85+, have four 
or more long-term conditions, and increasing levels of cognitive 
impairment. Providers are largely for-profit.

In Australia, many providers have traditionally been not-for-profit 
(in recent years these numbers appear to have reduced). The 
profile of consumers is like the UK. The funding model appears 
to be based upon clinical diagnosis and a dependency model. 
Language differs greatly in relation to people living with dementia. 
More generally, people working in the industry talk about the 
behaviours that people living with dementia may present with, 
and how to manage them. There is not this focus in the UK. From 
experience the emphasis in the UK is on seeing the person and 
understanding the behaviour rather than the management of it.

Regulation and inspection in both countries is funded by 
providers. However, in the UK the regulatory and inspection 
process is more advanced in capturing the experience of the 
person using the service; how they can live a life that they wish to 
live. Relationship-centred care is seen as key to achieving person-
centred outcomes. 

My experience to date of the Australian system is that it is just 
beginning its journey of transitioning from a focus on the process, 
to a more consumer-directed approach, although some Australian 
providers have made good progress. It will be interesting to see 

how inspectors as well as providers move from what appears 
to be a very clinical and process-led approach, to one that 
demonstrates real outcomes (not outputs) for the older person. 

In the UK (England), services providers are rated. This increases 
transparency and accountability, and gives people requiring 
services meaningful information to support their choices. It 
also enables providers to learn from others. This differs from 
the Australian system of pass or fail, and there may be value in 
exploring a similar approach in this country. 

But what stands similar in both nations, is that older people 
using aged care services increasingly want to be seen, heard and 
included in the decisions that impact their daily lives. They have 
an expectation that staff (registered and unregistered) will give 
the right care, in the right way and at the right time. They have a 
desire to continue their lives in a manner unique to their personal 
history, personality and interests, rather than a one-size-fits all 
approach. 

The new Australian Aged Care Quality Standards and Charter 
of Aged Care Rights, as well as the current Aged Care Royal 
Commission, are all a step in the right direction for Australia’s 
seniors. 

At BallyCara, our approach is guided by our Sona philosophy and 
ethos, which aims to inspire healthy and happy living. The Sona 
ethos is framed by three key elements: ‘Embrace’, ‘Enhance’ and 
‘Prosper’. 

It relies on valuing the individual and enabling them to fulfil 
their potential by pursuing an investigative journey to ensure 
progressive happiness. Because each person is unique, 
establishing positive relationships is at the heart of our philosophy. 
Our approach is to focus on what an individual can do rather than 
their limitations. This is not only for people who use our services 
and their significant others, but also for our staff. Our desire is to 
enable each person to be their best.

The systems, legislation and funding may never be ideal. 
However, the choices we make as people working in the age 
services industry can be the difference. Systems and processes in 
and of themselves are not the end point. They provide a stepping 
stone on we which we can be the change we want to see. ■

Sharon Blackburn CBE is Chief Culture Officer, BallyCara.
For more information visit www.ballycara.com

AGEING: 
A TALE OF TWO SYSTEMS

On opposite sides of the globe but 
fundamentally working towards the same goal.
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Inspiring healthy, happy living at Ballycara. 

http://www.ballycara.com
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W
ith the rise in the ageing population and 
inadequacies of traditional residential aged care, 
the need for new and imaginative ways of caring 
for older people is obvious. 

NewDirection Care Bellmere is an Australian and world first, 
a $35 million state-of-the-art residential inclusive microtown 
community for the elderly and those living with younger 
onset dementia and complex care needs. 

This pioneering approach to aged care provides residents 
with freedom of movement, independence and choice and 
recognises their unique needs, preferences, values and 
aspirations. It creates a world that is close to normality and 
is helping to rewrite the country’s aged care system.

The community opened in 2017 and resembles a typical 
Australian suburban community with 17 domestic-style 
houses located on six streets in a secure two-hectare site. 
Each home accommodates seven residents and features 
ensuite bedrooms, a contemporary open-plan kitchen, 
laundry, sitting rooms, and front and back yard. The 
properties come in a range of styles such as traditional, 
modern urban and country living that fit in with the lifestyles 
of residents.

Just like any suburb, NewDirection Care Bellmere has a 
town centre with a range of shops and services including a 

cinema, corner shop, café, hair and beauty salon, dentist, 
GP and wellness centre. Residents are free to move around 
the community and do the things they’ve always enjoyed 
doing, such as watching a movie on the big screen, chatting 
with friends over coffee in a café and pampering themselves 
with a beauty treatment.

In forging a new path in aged care, NewDirection Care 
have innovated at every step, from the design of the homes 
and the provision of services to the development of a 
sophisticated mobile monitoring system that incorporates 
movements sensors, telephony and CCTV in public and 
semi-public spaces. 

REDEFINING AGED CARE IN THE WORLD’S FIRST 
MICROTOWN™ COMMUNITY FOR 

OLDER AUSTRALIANS  
Maximising independence in a home-like environment supports better quality of life.

2019 Telstra Australian 
Business Woman of the 
Year and Founder and 
CEO NewDirection Care 
Natasha Chadwick.

Artist’s render of the world’s first Microtown™ at Bellmere, Queensland.
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To focus on each person’s individuality, they moved away 
from the routine-driven and task-focused approaches that 
are the norm in aged care and developed a brand new role 
that exists nowhere else in the aged care industry—their 
multi-skilled House Companions. There is a minimum of one 
House Companion in each house and they form part of the 
‘family unit’, creating strong relationships with residents and 
their families. 

They wear everyday clothes and help with daily activities as 
needed such as preparing the menu based on what residents 
want to eat, performing chores and doing the budgeting for 
the household. They also provide medication administration 
and assist with personal care needs, including delivering 
the highest levels of care to those individuals that need it. In 
this, they are supported by a professional team that includes 
registered nurses and physiotherapists.

House Companions operate around residents’ needs, giving 
them the independence and autonomy they wouldn’t get in 
traditional aged care settings. 

Another innovation ensures residents really do feel at home 
at NewDirection Care Bellmere. Cutting-edge profiling tools 
have been used to place them in houses according to their 
values, lifestyle and who they are as individuals and not 
according to their physical or cognitive diagnosis. This also 
means that they live with like-minded people.

In the little more than two years since NewDirection Care at 
Bellmere opened, there have already been incredible results 
as a consequence of their innovative approaches. They 
include improved sleeping patterns, a reduction in some 
medications and little or no late-day confusion.

By being part of an inclusive community and living in a 
familiar home-like environment with as much independence 
as their condition allows, residents are enjoying a much 
better quality of life. ■

Natasha Chadwick is Founder and CEO, NewDirection Care.
For more information visit www.newdirectioncare.com.au 
Natasha Chadwick is 2019 Telstra Australian Business Woman 
of the Year and also won the 2019 Telstra Medium & Large 
Business category award for the world’s first Microtown™, 
located in Bellmere, Queensland.

Comfort . Versatility . Aging in Place
• Built in expandable King Single sleep deck
   89cm, 99cm and 106cm

• Intuitive two-pedal locking system

• Height travel range: 178mm to 762mm

• Warm-to-the-touch half-length assist device
   (tool less)

• Full and reverse trendelenburg

Expandable/retractable deck with quick adjustment.
3-in-1 bed. Single bed. King single. Bariatric bed.

Aged Care Supplies Australia Pty Ltd

www.soularchagedcare.com.au    .    soularch@bigpond.com
National: 0418 634 534 John Markarian

NewDirection Care Bellmere has a town centre with a range of 
shops and services.
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WE COOL  
PEOPLE 
not rooms

Reduce 
your 

cooling 
bills by 

75%

Reduce 
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cooling 
bills by 
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Focused refrigerated cooling
>  Uses less electricity (only 300w – boiling a kettle uses 

6 times more power!)

>  Simple and portable to use – just plug in and go

>  No installation, no piping, no water, no worries!

>  Keep seniors cool by focusing air directly to head and 
shoulders, where regulatory issues can cause heat 
distress

>  Complement existing air conditioning systems by 
cooling people directly in smaller rooms or even 
outdoors – with windows open or closed

>  Maximise comfort in existing or older facilities with 
minimal cost

>  Lowest cost solution available for income constrained 
centres, residents or patients in home care

Email us at sales@closecomfort.com or call Matt 
on 0401 209 646 for more details.

www.closecomfort.com.au

close comfort.indd   1 14/6/19   4:06 pm
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I
t should be of great concern to us all that Indigenous 
Australians continue to face significant disadvantage 
in many areas of life. Entrenched inequalities persist in 
education, income, employment, housing and health. It 

was only in 1967 that Indigenous Australians were legally 
considered citizens.

Aged care is another area of disadvantage for Indigenous 
Australians. For the most part, Australia’s aged care system is 
not set up or equipped to meet the Indigenous community’s 
unique needs. 

Indigenous Australians are in need of aged care much earlier 
due in part to their reduced life expectancy. Indigenous 
men have a life expectancy of 69 years compared to 79 
for non-Indigenous men. Indigenous women can expect to 
live to 73, compared to non-Indigenous women who have 
a life expectancy of 83. Aged care services are provided to 
Indigenous Australians from the age of 50, but not enough is 
being done to provide care that is culturally sensitive.

Multiple barriers prevent Indigenous Australians from 
accessing aged care. Low levels of trust in government 
services, limited knowledge of what services are available and 
an Indigenous workforce shortage are major obstacles that 
must be overcome. In 2017, just 0.4 per cent of allied health 
professionals registered under the National Registration and 
Accreditation Scheme identified as Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander.

Aged care providers have a responsibility to serve all seniors, 
including Indigenous Elders.

Rather than continuing to impose a western aged care system 
on Indigenous communities it’s critical that Australia recognises 
how important kinship and culture are to Indigenous people. By 
doing this, we can begin to understand and work with people 
to provide services that enable Elders to stay connected to kin 
and country.

For IRT, this has meant developing a tailored home care service 
that rethinks existing models to ensure Aboriginal Elders are 
supported to age well. In 2017, IRT Foundation introduced an 
Integrated Aboriginal Home Care pilot program called Booraja. 

Developed in consultation with the Walbanga community on 
the NSW South Coast, Booraja aims to address the gap in 
aged care service delivery to Indigenous people in regional 
communities. Booraja allows Elders to stay connected to kin 
and country by receiving the care they need to stay at home. 

The program recognises that Indigenous seniors prefer 
to be cared for at home by other Indigenous people, and 
is committed to training Aboriginal jobseekers to provide 
culturally sensitive home care.

As part of the program, community yarn-ups were held to 
identify cultural care needs of Aboriginal Elders and to co-
design a culturally sensitive training program which is now 
delivered by IRT Academy. 

Headway towards providing more culturally sensitive 
Indigenous aged care is being made in other parts of Australia 
too. An Aboriginal Aged Care Community Hub in Perth is being 
planned to provide a holistic service for older Noongar people. 
The project aims to combine independent and assisted living 
in a space that promotes the passing down of language and 
tradition from grandparents to younger generations. 

It’s been 11 years since the Closing the Gap strategy set out 
to achieve equality for Indigenous Australians in health and life 
expectancy by 2030. Of the seven Closing the Gap targets, 
only two—early childhood education and Year 12 attainment—
are on track to be met. Gains in health and life expectancy are 
devastatingly slow and in some areas, like cancer mortality, the 
gap is widening.

Investing in bespoke Indigenous aged care programs can 
play a significant role in extending the lives of our First Nation 
people. It can also ensure we make our Elders’ last years more 
meaningful. ■

Toby Dawson is Manager, IRT Foundation.
For more information visit: www.irt.org.au 
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on 0401 209 646 for more details.

www.closecomfort.com.au

close comfort.indd   1 14/6/19   4:06 pm

L-R: Jayde Miller, Semieka Reynolds, Katrina Potts, Robert Reynolds (client), 
Denika Morgan, Ray Kelly and Narelle Welsh from Booraja Home Care. 
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W
ith the rise in the ageing population and 
inadequacies of traditional residential aged care, 
the need for new and imaginative ways of caring for 
older people is obvious. 

Based on the latest national Census in 2016, the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics (ABS) reports 49 per cent of the Australian 
population were either born overseas or had one or both 
parents born overseas. 

The ABS identified over 300 different languages spoken in 
Australian homes, and found 21 per cent of Australians speak a 
language other than English at home. 

Navigating the My Aged Care system for people from culturally 
and linguistically diverse (CALD) communities can be a huge 
barrier to accessing care.

The Macedonian Community Welfare Association (MCWA) is 
one of many CALD providers across Australia that sees this 
challenge, and is making a difference.

Operating for over 35 years, the MCWA provides home care 
assistance and social engagement opportunities to both the 
Macedonian and broader multicultural seniors predominantly 
across the North West of Melbourne.

MCWA supports around 200 clients with home care packages, 
domestic assistance and through social support groups, 
running nine different Macedonian-specific and multicultural 
social support groups. 

“Our goal is to help seniors residing in the community to live 
independently as long as they possibly can,” said MCWA Aged 
Care & Disability Services Manager Darren Leech. 

“Making people aware of their entitlements and helping them 
access support within the Federal Government’s Home Care 
Packages Program is a big part of helping people age in place.

“Finding out where to go and where to get help is the biggest 
barrier for a CALD senior.”

Because interpreter services often involve long delays, the 
MCWA takes pride in its role of filling the gap, not only for its 
clients but also for other Melbourne-based aged care providers 
in need of Macedonian-speaking aged care support workers.

“Giving people a sense of trust in the system is an important 
part of the initial meeting, so effective communication is vital,” 
says Darren. 

“Usually it takes several meetings and phone calls to gain 
someone’s trust. There is often a fear of the government’s 
intention or that the pension will be affected by requesting or 
receiving assistance,” he says. 

There are also sometimes complex family dynamics that need 
to be addressed, especially where the Power of Attorney is 
shared and children of the person in need of care disagree on 
what’s best for mum or dad.

Addressing these issues forms part of the role within the 
Access and Support Program (A&S).

“There have been rumours circulating that funding for the 
program may be withdrawn which would be extremely 
disappointing as A&S helps providers offer a crucial access 
point for people from CALD communities, and it’s vital to keep 
it alive,” says Darren.

A SKILLED MUTLILINGUAL WORKFORCE 
MUST BE A PRIORITY 

FOR OUR MULTICULTURAL NATION TO AGE WELL INTO THE FUTURE

LASA Member the Macedonian Community Welfare Association explains why.

BETTER AGEING FUTURES –IT’S IN OUR HANDS

MCWA Brimbank Social Support Group participants Mrs 
Spasovska and Mrs Cikos together with volunteer Mrs Gesovska 
enjoying their garden development project.
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“It’s not just knowing how to speak the language, it’s 
understanding the culture and what is culturally appropriate, to 
be able to offer the best support.”

Issues of workforce capacity are heightened in CALD providers, 
who require people with specific linguistic skills and cultural 
understanding, in addition to the right skills and qualifications, 
and passion for the job.

“There just aren’t enough people in the system who speak the 
many languages we see in our Australian communities,” says 
Darren.

“Not only do we need to entice and retain a skilled aged care 
workforce but specifically people who are bi-lingual or multi-
lingual.”

At the MCWA, many aged care support workers prefer to work 
on a casual basis, because of the higher rate of pay and also 
because they can take extended holidays during the European 
Summer. 

“It’s an issue we see across many CALD providers, and means 
a lot of stepping in to help one another when we have a 
shortage of staff,” says Darren.

“At the end of the day, our number one priority is the client. 
Understanding the cultural nuances is extremely important for 
every CALD provider, and we need a system that supports a 
workforce that has the capacity to provide this level of care.

“Any plan for ageing well into the future must remember our 
CALD communities.” ■

Linda Baraciolli is Communications Advisor & Fusion Editor, 
Leading Age Services Australia. 
For more information visit www.mcwa.org.au 

Mr Blazevski and Mr Trajkovski from the 
MCWA Whittlesea Social Support Group 
play a Macedonian game called DAMA.

Pam Bridges  
   Consulting

Services Include (but not limited to):
• ACAR Applications
• Accreditation Audits - Including Gap 

Audits
• ACFI Reviews and Training
• Advocacy
• Complaint Investigation
• Conflict Resolution
• Montoring and Coaching
• Risk Management
• Service Reviews
• Strategic Planning
• Support during Interactions with  

Regulatory Bodies

“A recognised leader in the field”
Pam has worked within the aged care sector for  

many years.  She has represented the industry on  
Commonwealth and State Advisory Boards,  

and Reference Groups.
Pam has been re-appointed to the DSS Nurse Advisor 

and Administrator Panels for the next 3 years.

Contact Pam to find a solution!

Pam Bridges Consulting
ABN: 94 590 128 442

Ph. 0448 885 110
www.pambridgesconsulting.com
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Care Systems 
and Emprevo 
deliver a true 
end-to-end 
solution
A simple, easy solution for managing your business, 
setting rosters and ensuring shifts are filled!

Interested in improving your business and reducing costs? 
Contact us to fi nd out more and get started: 
Paul Johnston  Email: paul.johnston@caresystems.com.au  Mobile: 0431 396 399
Leigh Herbert  Email: leigh.herbert@emprevo.com  Mobile: 0411 563 765

Integrated Rostering 
and Automated Shift 
Filling Solution
We have solved a major problem for 
employers as Emprevo fi lls vacant shifts 
fast and workers can get more work when 
and where they want. Care Systems and 
Emprevo have developed a seamless 
integration that will ensure you save time, 
money and frustration across your business.

Find out more

“ Emprevo has been one of the simplest 
system implementations that I have been 
involved in. After 3 weeks our employees 
and business are already seeing the 
benefi ts with over 4000 people taking 
advantage of Emprevo.”

Glen Hurley, COO, Allity

“ Staff replacement has always been 
diffi cult but since the introduction of 
Emprevo we spend less time on the 
phones and our staff have more time 
doing what they do best, caring for 
our residents.”

Kerri Rivett, CEO, Shepparton Villages

“ Our tech savvy, and not so tech savvy, 
staff embraced it with shifts being 
quickly snapped up. Coupled with some 
robust systems to ensure fairness, in 
particular around planned leave, Emprevo 
has been a great success.”

Janet Moore , COO, Yallambee Aged Care

“ This is a user friendly shift management 
system. Managers are able to fi ll shifts 
with just a few clicks. Staff replacement 
has become much more effi cient since 
the implementation of Emprevo.”

Selina Lie, Human Resources Manager, 

Thompson Health Care

Hear what people 
have to say about 
Emprevo

https://vimeo.com/297213925/8693a36fe9
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W
hile loneliness is not exclusively a problem for our 
ageing population, it is certainly acutely felt by 
the elderly, many of whom feel a genuine sense of 
loss at the disintegration of their social lives and 

decreasing interaction with family and friends. A variety of 
factors such as dealing with dementia or poor technological 
skills often make it harder to establish new friendships and 
maintain contact with younger generations. 

We need a carefully considered, multidisciplinary approach 
and recognise that each individual experience of loneliness 
and social isolation is unique. Finding fresh ways for senior 
Australians to engage in society, remain active, and where 
possible, retain a degree of independence is a good place to 
start to improve the quality of the ageing experience. 

Obviously not all lonely seniors are looking to move into 
retirement residences or aged care accommodation just yet, 
but that doesn’t mean we can’t help them feel connected 
and cared for. With many Australians keen to continue living 
independently at home, our industry must continue to be 
innovative, and provide personalised in-home services 
which extend beyond the traditional services to encompass 
companionship—making staying at home less isolating.

For those requiring retirement or aged care accommodation, 
Cranbrook Care prides ourselves on ensuring that residents 
have access to a range of different activities, outings and 
events that help to combat loneliness, by providing daily 
opportunities to connect with friends, family, fellow residents 
and those in the wider community. We have been setting new 
benchmarks in outstanding care, accommodation and service 
for older Australians for almost 20 years, and truly believe that 
feeling socially engaged and loved can significantly improve 
the quality of life for those living in aged care. 

This is one of many reasons why Cranbrook Care’s Bella Vista 
Gardens’ couples suites are proving to be overwhelmingly 
popular with residents and their families, who want to keep 
their parents together. Matteo and Domenica Regoli are both in 
their 90s and have been living in a couples suite at Bella Vista 
Gardens for the past 18 months. 

“We’ve been married for over 60 years, so we wanted to live 
together. Our suite is our home, just like the homes we have 
shared together over the years. Just because we are in aged 
care, doesn’t mean we shouldn’t be together,” said Matteo and 
Domenica.

“We are lucky to get daily visits from friends and family. We 
also enjoy the wide range of activities on offer that give us the 
opportunity to stay busy and meet other people. We love being 
able to get out and about, and often dine with other residents 
who are now also our friends,” they add.   

LIVING LONGER SHOULDN’T 
MEAN LIVING LONELIER 

Helping clients feel engaged and loved should be integral to quality care.

Cranbrook Care resident Olga Sales (third from left) and friends play a game 
of Mah Jong. 

Residents Matteo and Domenica Regoli have been married more than 60 years.

BETTER AGEING FUTURES –IT’S IN OUR HANDS
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In addition to being able to give residents a variety of 
accommodation options, Cranbrook Care is committed to 
providing different activity, amenity and entertainment choices, 
allowing residents to be social, active and engaged in order to 
avoid feelings of loneliness and depression that can sometimes 
arise. Some of the many activities available include daily 
exercises, music therapy, cards and other games, arts and 
crafts, in-house concerts and seminars, as well as bus and 
shopping outings.

Whether our ageing population opt to continue living at home, 
join a retirement living community or, when necessary, live in 
an aged care residence, addressing their social health and 
minimising loneliness throughout the continuum of care should 
be a primary public health priority—not just for policymakers 
and those in the industry, but for all of us. 

Nobody wants to grow old alone, or be alone, nor should they 
have to. ■

Kerry Mann is CEO, Cranbrook Care.
For more information visit www.cranbrookcare.com.au

BETTER AGEING FUTURES –IT’S IN OUR HANDS

Right: Resident Barbara St John in the 
hydrotherapy pool at Bayswater Gardens.

AMH Aged Care Companion
The current release of the AMH  
Aged Care Companion contains  
updated information on allergic  
conjunctivitis, dry eyes, gout, heart  
failure, hypertension, insomnia,  
osteo-porosis, major depressive  
disorder, pain management,  
restless legs syndrome, rhinitis,  
rhinosinusitis (formerly sinusitis), along with 
changes to several other topics. New drug names 
have been incorporated in accordance with the 
TGA’s adoption of changes to approved drug 
names in the Australian Register of Therapeutic 
Goods (ARTG). Available now in print or online.

Current information 
supports Quality 
Use of Medicines

Go to www.amh.net.au for more information on any of our publications.

The July 2019 Online update is 
now available. The Australian 
Medicines Handbook offers clear, 
concise, up-to-date and clinically 
relevant information. Designed 
to find information quickly. 
Recommendations incorporate the 
latest research and best practice 
advice. The July release is also 
available in the App for desktop. 

AMH Online update available now 

http://www.cranbrookcare.com.au
http://www.amh.net.au
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T
he aged care industry is experiencing a time of significant 
change with the implementation of the new consumer 
focused Aged Care Quality Standards, the Charter of 
Aged Care Rights, Home and Community Care pricing 

transparency, and of course the Aged Care Royal Commission. 

However, change and pressure can often lead to better outcomes. 
Leading Victorian aged care provider Benetas aims to build better 
futures by creating a new business division focused on integrating 
evidence-based research with implementing best-practice high 
quality services. 

Benetas has established a dedicated Quality, Outcomes and 
Research business division, to be headed by Dr Catherine Joyce. 
The move brings together the Quality and Research teams, to 
provide a more streamlined approach to quality with a strong 
focus on positive client outcomes. 

Dr Joyce has been with Benetas for two-and-a-half years and 
previously held the role of Research and Innovation Manager 
in which she led a number of significant research projects. She 
is leading the evaluation of Benetas’ Best Life Model of Care 
(an updated approach to residential aged care) which focuses 
on personalised care, greater choice for residents, and strong 
relationships between residents and employees.

Dr Joyce has had a consistent focus on linking research with 
policy and practice across the span of her career, in the academic, 
government, and not-for-profit sectors. She says she is eager 
to continue this work in her leadership role of Benetas’ newest 
division and to join the Benetas Executive Team to build on her 
already significant contribution to Benetas.

“I’m very much looking forward to progressing the work on 
continuous improvements of the services we offer older Victorians 
through evidence-informed, person-centred, best-practice care,” 
she said

“Delivering positive outcomes for all Benetas clients is our primary 
focus.

“We will also be looking to share our research and practice 
outcomes with the sector to help us continue to evolve and lift our 
care and support for the broader community of older Australians.”

The new business division was introduced on 1 July and 
has already proven its commitment to take a more proactive 
approach, with a strong focus on continuous improvement. The 
newly minted department will improve Benetas’ focus on clinical 

policy and practice, as well as strengthening the cycle of data 
collection, analysis, corrective actions and reporting. 

The creation of the new business division is enabling more 
focused support to managers and employees on the ground 
in meeting the requirements of the new Aged Care Quality 
Standards. Benetas was pleased to have a positive result from its 
first site visit following the implementation of the new Standards, 
within the first week of application.

The division is also proactive in supporting continuous 
improvement activities across a diverse range of areas including 
complaints handling, advance care planning, and dignity of risk.  

Benetas is focused on looking to the future and continuously 
evolving to meet the changing needs and preferences of older 
people. ■

Elena Webster is Communications Officer, Benetas Support 
Office.
For more information visit www.benetas.com.au

BENETAS INTEGRATES QUALITY AND 
OUTCOMES WITH RESEARCH 

TO BUILD BETTER FUTURES FOR CUSTOMERS

Plans to share insights will help our age services industry continue to evolve.  The insight you need to deliver 
quality care, for every person.

Personalised, 
quality care.

Achieve better outcomes for people in your care  
by gaining greater visibility and insight across  
your organisation. Deliver personalised, quality 
care with ionMy. Visit our website for more 
information or book a presentation.

ionMy is an award-winning Governance, Risk  
and Compliance platform specifically designed  
for organisations looking after people in care. ionmy.com.au

LASA National 
Congress 2019 
27–29 Oct, Adelaide

S t A N d

See us at

BETTER AGEING FUTURES –IT’S IN OUR HANDS

L-R (seated): Ellie Mann, Marina Belletich and 
Lorna O’Meara with Personal Care Worker Debby 
Steinkellner at Gisborne Oaks, Macedon Ranges. 

Brian and Isabel 
Russell enjoy a 

stroll at Gisborne 
Oaks, Macedon 

Ranges.

http://www.benetas.com.au
http://ionmy.com.au
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The insight you need to deliver 
quality care, for every person.

Personalised, 
quality care.

Achieve better outcomes for people in your care  
by gaining greater visibility and insight across  
your organisation. Deliver personalised, quality 
care with ionMy. Visit our website for more 
information or book a presentation.

ionMy is an award-winning Governance, Risk  
and Compliance platform specifically designed  
for organisations looking after people in care. ionmy.com.au

LASA National 
Congress 2019 
27–29 Oct, Adelaide

S t A N d

See us at

http://ionmy.com.au
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INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY

A
ustralia’s aged care workforce care for some of the 
most frail and vulnerable members of society. End-of-
life care is an important part of the role of caring for 
individuals and their families in the community.

While a majority of Australians say they would prefer to be 
cared for and, if possible, to die at home, more than 50 per 
cent die in hospital. A common reason for end-of-life transfer 
to in-patient units is because symptoms cannot be adequately 
managed at home. 

Providing quality, customised, person-centred, end-of-life care 
empowers individuals to live and die within the context of their 
lives, in the setting of their choice, with symptom control and 
a pattern of care that is supportive of them and any carers 
involved. 

Often carers can be involved in symptom management, for 
example by being trained by a health care professional to 
give subcutaneous medicines for breakthrough symptoms. 
Research indicates that with standardised support from health 
professionals, adequate information and quality resources, 
carers can be taught the necessary skills to help manage 
breakthrough symptoms safely using subcutaneous medicines 
if needed by the person for whom they are caring. 

Carers who have managed breakthrough symptoms using 
subcutaneous medicines for a terminally-ill person based 
at home say they feel a strong sense of achievement and 
satisfaction from being able to contribute to the comfort of the 
person for whom they are caring. They also overwhelmingly 
report that helping a dying person in this way helps in their 
bereavement process. 

An Australian Government-funded project, caring@home 
provides best-practice and evidence-based resources to 
support aged care staff to provide a person-centred model 
of end-of-life care. The project facilitates high-value care and 
improves service performance efficiency and effectiveness, 
enabling frail older people dying from chronic diseases or other 
conditions to die at home with optimal symptom control. 

The project has produced resources to support staff to teach 
carers to help manage breakthrough palliative symptoms safely 
using subcutaneous medicines to keep the person at home for 
longer. Providing this service to home-based patients meets 
consumer outcomes for Aged Care Quality Standards 2 and 3. 

A Nurse Practitioner from Anglican Care NSW who recently 
trained a carer in this way said that it provided more choice for 
terminally-ill people who want to die at home by allowing the 
family to provide breakthrough symptom management to the 
person if required.

“I recently looked after an elderly lady who was receiving a 
Level 4 home care package,” she said. 

“The lady’s husband and daughter were happy to learn how 
to give subcutaneous medications however a granddaughter 
who was a nurse came to stay and she actually gave the 
breakthrough medicines.

“Being able to give the carer a demonstration kit to practice 
with and having myself as a nurse practitioner on the end of the 

PROVIDING QUALITY PATIENT-CENTRED 
END-OF-LIFE CARE AT HOME

caring@home resources can make a big difference.
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INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY

phone to discuss whether she was witnessing pain or agitation 
was reassuring for her.

“The family were so happy that they were able to keep their 
loved one at home right to the end and that she had a pain-
free, peaceful death with her family around her.”

A Clinical Nurse from a palliative care service in Townsville said 
that her service partners with home care providers delivering 
Level 3 and 4 home care packages to assist people to stay at 
home.

“Resources that allow people to be cared for and stay at home 
are invaluable and means enhanced and customised service 
can be delivered by the home care organisation,” she said.

“Carers really appreciate clear instructions, photos and videos 
related to drawing up and administration of subcutaneous 
medicines. These are invaluable for people who want to 
die at home and their families and make the job of the care 
organisation that much easier.”

The caring@home resources were released in October 2018 
and are applicable to all jurisdictions in Australia. They 
include resources that support organisations and healthcare 
professionals and a comprehensive package for carers that 
contains step-by-step guides, a diary, videos, a practice 

demonstration kit and a colour-coded labelling system. 
Translated resources are available in five commonly-spoken 
languages. ■

Natalie Blauensteiner is Senior Communications Officer, 
caring@home project.
Aged care organisations that provide palliative care services 
to community-based clients can order free caring@home 
resources from www.caringathomeproject.com.au  
View the latest caring@home webinar here: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=pDrRQaWoPFs&feature=youtu.be

REALISE
BENCHMARKING

Your Purpose
Your People
Our Solutions

Be the reason someone
smiles today

It's not just about satisfying the Standards.
 
It's about your people making every
interaction positive and meaningful so those
in your care lead the most independent and
enjoyable lives possible.
 
It's more than training. Your policies,
procedures and performance management
systems must all have the consumer
experience at their core.
 
Realise Performance can help you to create a
robust strategic and operational HR
framework that equips your team with the
skills to deliver exceptional services and make
a difference every day.

 
Joyce at PVL - photo courtesy PVL

e: contact@realiseperformance.com.au        t: 02 8624 3300
www.realiseperformance.com.au

Continued from page 55
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D
o you have a secure dementia unit? If so, you must 
consider new obligations under the Quality of Care 
Amendment (Minimising the Use of Restraints) 
Principles 2019, which commenced on 1 July. 

‘Restraint’ is defined in the new Principles as ‘any practice, 
device or action that interferes with a consumer’s ability to 
make a decision or restricts a consumer’s free movement.’ 
Restricting residents’ movements via a coded keypad seems 
a simple way to prevent unsupervised and risky wandering. 
However if a resident can’t leave the unit whenever they 
wish, they are restrained.

Resident safety should always be balanced with other rights 
such as dignity of risk. When the balance tips towards safety 
necessitating admission to a secure unit, there are now strict 
requirements to follow:

1.  An approved health practitioner, who must be a medical 
practitioner, nurse practitioner or registered nurse with 
day-to-day knowledge of the resident, must assess them 
as posing a risk of harm to themselves or others, requiring 
admission to the unit, and document this assessment. 

2.  Admission to the unit must be the least restrictive form of 
restraint possible and alternatives must have been used to 
the extent possible. For residents who are being admitted 
straight to the secure dementia unit from their own homes, 
obtaining the evidence to meet this requirement may be 
more difficult. 

3. Informed consent must be obtained. In such 
circumstances, this is more likely to be from the residents’ 
representative than the resident themselves. 

The resident’s care plan should also identify those 
behaviours prompting admission, alternatives trialled, 
why admission is necessary and proposed behavioural 
management strategies. Other new obligations include: 
ensuring admission to the secure unit is for the minimum 
time necessary, regularly monitoring the resident for signs of 
distress or harm, and regularly reviewing the need to keep 
the resident in the unit.

As well as meeting these requirements, providers need 
to consider the obligations in terms of security of tenure 
requirements. In particular, you will need to consider the 
legal restrictions on moving residents within a facility. How 
will you provide security of tenure without placing a resident 
in a secure unit for longer than required? Are you able to 
guarantee there will be a room available outside the unit? 
What if the room price is different? These questions should 
be considered prior to admission, and documented in the 
agreement. 

Consent should also be carefully documented, whether 
in the resident agreement, or by way of a separate form. 
Remember that consent to the initial assessment by the 
approved health practitioner is required as a matter of 
common law. Formal consent provisions should also address 
potential withdrawal of consent, and circumstances where 
an alternative room is not available. You should also agree 
on what will happen if a resident’s representative withdraws 
consent and you believe the resident still needs to be in the 
unit.

Importantly, providers should consider whether they have 
satisfied the new requirements in respect of residents who 
are already in their secure dementia unit. Have they all been 
properly assessed? Were those assessments performed 
by an approved health practitioner? Were alternatives used 
prior to admission to the secure unit, and was consent 
formally obtained? Do you need to check that all requisite 
documentation has been completed? Do you need to 
review, revise and potentially re-negotiate existing resident 
agreements regarding consent and security of tenure?

Restraint management practices are already under the close 
scrutiny of assessors. Therefore, where secure dementia 
units are being used, aged care providers will benefit from 
robust policies and procedures to ensure all requirements of 
lawful restraint are satisfied. ■

Anita Courtney is Principal and Dr Melanie Tan is Senior 
Associate, Russell Kennedy Lawyers.
For more information visit www.russellkennedy.com.au 

SECURE DEMENTIA UNITS 
Maximising quality of life means minimising use of restraints.

INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY
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For more information and your FREE product trial,
Contact SC Johnson Professional Australia

 Telephone: 1800 090 330    |    Website: www.scjp.com
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• Fixed product dosage delivers the right amount every time, controlling usage 
and reducing waste.

• Large push button on our dispensers allows for ease of use by elderly residents.

• Our dispensers have a unique locking mechanism preventing unauthorised 
access. This is particularly suitable for dementia specific homes.

• Frosted side panels allows for a quick and easy view of the product cartridge, 
indicating when the product needs replacing.

• We can even customise the dispenser design with your facility’s message and logo.

QUESTION: Is there really a quick and efficient way to improve your 
facility’s hand hygiene compliance, while being cost effective? 

ANSWER: YES!
By switching to the Cutan Hand Hygiene range, you can help prevent the spread 
of harmful bacteria and germs, keeping your residents safe.
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I
magine a world where you’re unable to see your loved one’s 
face, or recognise a friend on the street. What’s worse, is when 
a person with a vision impairment is told by their eye specialist 
that nothing more can be done for their eyesight.  

What they don’t realise is that this is not the end of life as 
they know it. It is just the beginning of living a different way—
something that requires support. It often takes a lot of courage 
and acceptance for anyone diagnosed with an eye condition to 
pick up the phone and ask for help.

Services from VisAbility can provide people with a vision 
impairment or other disability the functional and practical skills to 
live their lives independently. 

One of VisAbility’s clients is 96 year-old Lorene Bruce, who 
exudes fierce independence and confidence. 

It was 1981 when Lorene was diagnosed with Macular 
Degeneration and Glaucoma. Lorene, choosing empowerment 
over despair, refused to let this stop her from living her life. She 
found the VisAbility community and now accesses a range of 
services, and has found particular enjoyment from the Community 
Activity Centre (where a celebration was held to mark her recent 
birthday). 

“I love coming in and working on my knitting and pottery. I’m 
currently working on a barramundi fish sculpture and cannot wait 
to see the end result!” she says with excitement. 

Occupational therapy is also a popular service offering, founded 
on the principles ‘Bigger’, ‘Brighter’, ‘Bolder’, ‘Being Organised’ 
and ‘Beyond’.

An example of the ‘Bigger’ principle is utilising big button phones 
or applying large print font on pantry items. Applying bright and 
suitable lighting around the home as well as task lighting is an 
example of applying the ‘Brighter’ principle as most people with 
a vision impairment require double the amount of lighting than 
people with good sight. The ‘Bolder’ principle could include 
selecting the right contrast—for example, a person would select a 
dark cutting board when cutting a light coloured vegetable ’Being 
organised would include things like pantry and wardrobe set up. 

VisAbility’s occupational therapists also demonstrate and assess 
for various assistive technology such as video magnifiers and 
other electronic reading aids. 

The importance of utilising the senses in compensation for the 
loss of vision is also an important part of the occupational therapy 

service. This explains the final principle, ‘Beyond’. Taste for 
example would assist with telling the difference between self-
raising flour and plain flour. By placing a small amount of it on 
your tongue, if it fizzes then you know it is self-raising. Another 
example is the sense of touch where you can tell the difference 
between shampoo and conditioner by placing a rubber band 
around the conditioner.

Orientation and mobility services assist a person with vision 
impairment (or an acquired brain injury) to judge depth of 
perception and cross roads safely using a white cane. This also 
includes public transport training and learning the safest route to 
get from point A to point B. This service also helps people adapt 
to their environment and navigate stairs and other obstacles. 
VisAbility can also offer this service via their ROAM (Regional 
Orientation and Mobility) program where the training is undertaken 
via video conference with the client having a relative or carer with 
them. 

More often than not, clients need clarification and support once 
they are diagnosed with vision impairment. VisAbility’s Orthoptist 
explains eye conditions so that they are easily understood. They 
also conduct low vision assessments and prescribe suitable 
optical reading aids. It is sometimes after this intervention that the 
client will need assistance from VisAbility’s social work team to 
assist with the emotional side of vision loss as well as organising 
for appropriate entitlements. 

“I would strongly recommend anyone with a disability not just 
vision impairment, to get in touch with VisAbility. The staff I have 
encountered are caring, knowledgeable and empowering. The 
aids and advice I have obtained help me so much you have no 
idea,” says Lorene. ■

Andrew Lyons is Manager Partnerships & Development, VisAbility.
For more information visit www.visability.com.au
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Lorene Bruce enjoys the Community Activity Centre. 
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T
here is no denying Australia’s age services industry is in 
the throes of transformational change, thanks in large part 
to Government reform and rising consumer expectations. 
While new commercially sophisticated players continue 

to enter and grow the market, the Royal Commission continues 
and consumer mistrust increases. 

In the field of marketing, the mobile revolution, changes to the 
Internet and social networking are all having a massive impact. 
Organisations can now communicate directly with customers 
and deliver authentic communications that build trust and value. 
This also means customers are increasingly savvy about what 
they can expect from service organisations. They are proactive in 
seeking out available options and are more assertive if they don’t 
like what they see or experience. 

According to the KPMG report Customer Experience in the Ageing 
Sector, “Customer experience is now a fundamental business issue 
and aged care providers must shift their mindsets in order to grow 
and survive in the ‘age of the customer’. While a bad experience 
can be damaging for a business, a positive experience can drive 
commercial outcomes. 85 per cent of people are willing to pay 25 
per cent more for excellent customer service.”

In our experience, as a marketing firm servicing providers of 
age services, there are big differences across the industry 
when it comes to a focus on customer experience. Yet with the 
introduction of new Aged Care Quality Standards in 2019, the 
industry is moving closer to embracing customer experience. 
The new standards stipulate that organisational performance 
should now be assessed against outcomes achieved for 
consumers examining the evidence of consumer experience.

It is now widely acknowledged that age services need to do 
more than just make a great customer promise. They need to 
ensure they keep the promise by aligning it with their customer 
experience – at every touchpoint. And in a service business, 
where it is the people who deliver the brand promise to 
customers, harnessing employee support and being responsive 
to customers is at the heart of an organisation’s success.

Many organisations understand the value of customer research 
and insights. Knowing your customers intimately helps an 
organisation to identify areas to strengthen and improve its 
emotional connections. 

In age services, different organisational touchpoints can be 
underwhelming or even upsetting. And while consumers seeking 
out independent or retirement living options are very different to 

those in need of care, the starting point is often the same. In our 
experience, when the customer takes steps to enquire, it makes 
all the difference to speak with an engaged and compassionate 
sales representative, receptionist or admissions manager. 

But customer experience is not the sum of the entire customer 
journey. There are many points along the journey that will 
have the greatest impact on customers—enquiry, admission, 
transition, crisis, meals, physical environment, birthdays.

We recommend organisations engage and empower 
employees to represent the brand values of the organisation 
and invite and respond positively to customer feedback. In 
fact, if organisations treat an unhappy customer above and 
what they expect, that customer can become an advocate 
for the brand, speak on its behalf and promote its services 
to interested parties—a highly effective way to develop more 
customer loyalty and support growth.

One of our clients implemented a monthly ‘Town hall’ meeting 
which would provide the Executive team with an opportunity 
to present news and updates and allow time for residents and 
family members to raise questions and air concerns. The CEO 
and his senior team received more regular client feedback and 
was better able to adapt services to fit client needs. 

Australia’s age service industry is seeking to enhance its 
customer viewpoint with many organisations looking at how 
they can continually improve process and performance to 
surprise or delight customers. In short, they are seeking to 
put the customer at the forefront of their business and deliver 
a positive brand promise.  

Sophy Edmonds is Director of Edmonds Marketing, a strategic 
marketing agency which uses quality insights and knowledge to 
inform strong communications campaigns. ■

For more information visit www.edmondsmarketing.com.au 

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE—
IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT COMPLIANCE 

Harnessing the support of your team to deliver quality at every touchpoint will drive improvements 
in service delivery.
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P
icture yourself in bed, 
incapacitated and unable to 
communicate. Your greatest 
pleasure is a hot cup of coffee, 

but every day your coffee grows cold 
while you await the arrival of your 
carer. A board that hears the voice of 
the consumer can prevent this from 
happening.

Identifying the problem
Governance Evaluator’s 2018 
Governance Capability Benchmark 
Report assessed governance capabilities 
across over 70 boards in the aged care, 
health, community and government 
sectors, with the Governance of Clinical 
Care module evaluating boards in relation 
to the new Aged Care Quality Standards. 

It is no surprise that genuinely partnering 
with consumers, in particular hearing the 
voice of the consumer at the boardroom 
table, emerged as the key governance 
issue among aged care and health 
boards. The results show that only 39 
per cent of aged care boards understand 
how to successfully hear the voice of the 
consumer at the boardroom table.

Working towards the 
solution: today
Aged care boards have a crucial role in 
achieving a person-centred aged care 
industry, for it is at board level that the 
consumer becomes genuinely embedded 
within the care framework. 

In order to understand what dignity and 
choice really means to their consumers, 
boards must take steps to identify who 
their consumer is, what they want, and 

what obstacles they need to overcome to 
get what they want.

Leading aged care organisations are 
currently implementing solutions at 
board level that enable the consumer 
experience to be respected and reflected 
in service delivery, for example: 

• Boards are ‘getting up and going 
out’; conducting ‘walkarounds’ 
of their facilities to get a better 
understanding of the issues. 

• Boards are immersing themselves in 
the communities they serve, and are 
embracing the diversity within.

• Boards are extending methodologies 
for collecting consumer feedback to 
a series of larger focus groups for a 
deeper understanding of their issues. 

An important component of this is 
gaining an understanding of the way 
their consumers lived and the things 
they loved before they entered their aged 
care service, and working to respect 
their individuality in care planning. This is 
how the board can be assured that the 
organisation understands the importance 
of a simple hot cup of coffee.

Working towards the 
solution: tomorrow
The capacity of behavioural data and 
artificial intelligence in providing a 
voice for the age services consumer 
is expanding at an astounding rate in 
Australia and internationally. 

No longer the stuff of science fiction 
novels, artificial intelligence applications 
collect data to model predictable 
behaviours in an individual consumer 
as well as larger populations so that 

deviations from an expected behaviour 
can trigger appropriate responses. 

Examples of these include devices that 
check inconsistencies in biometric data 
and smart sensors that detect and report 
on falls, through to human pose detection 
applications and companion robots that 
identify and keep track of important 
objects around the residence and help 
the consumer remember important tasks 
and events. 

For an aged care service board, the 
collection and utilisation of this type of 
data, which can speak on behalf of the 
consumer if the consumer is unable 
to speak for themselves, provides 
assurance that their organisation is 
providing safe and quality care as well as 
providing true choice and dignity to the 
consumer. ■

Fi Mercer is Founder & Chief Executive 
Officer, Governance Evaluator.

For more information visit www.
governanceevaluator.com 

BRINGING THE VOICE OF THE  
AGE SERVICES CONSUMER  
TO THE BOARDROOM TABLE

A board that listens and acts will help secure a better ageing future.
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“The Master of Gerontology 
is comprehensive; it’s got 

areas that you won’t study 
elsewhere. It will teach you 

about leadership and how you 
can research in your area. And, 
in the future, you’ll always have 

a job with aged care.”
– Dr Julie Shaw, Senior Lecturer
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At CQUniversity Australia, we know that as someone 
working in the aged care industry you’re dedicated to 
making a real impact on the lives of seniors. With a 
postgraduate degree from CQUniversity you can equip 
yourself to deliver best-practice aged care to respond to 
the growing challenges of a diverse ageing population.

Designed in collaboration with industry, our suite of 
postgraduate Gerontology courses will broaden your 
knowledge, skills and expertise and give you practical 
skills that can be applied across a range of health care 
contexts and cultures. Choose from graduate certi� cate, 
graduate diploma or masters level study options and 
enjoy the � exibility of studying via our renowned online 
education mode. 

What’s more, CQUniversity is rated above national average 
for postgraduate skills development, learner engagement 
and student support*, so you know we’re committed to 
helping you achieve your goals. 

Visit our website to learn more and apply now to get 
started in Term 1, 2020. 

*Quality Indicators for Learning and Teaching (QILT). www.qilt.edu.au.

http://www.qilt.edu.au
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R
ecent findings from the Aged Care Royal Commission 
have stressed nutritional concerns within the age 
services industry and its importance in the lives of 
residents of aged care facilities. 

Lite n’ Easy’s Head of Nutrition and Accredited Practising 
Dietitian Maryl-Ann Marshall believes that malnutrition 
in aged care is preventable and that careful planning for 
wholesome, appealing food is crucial to the health and 
wellbeing of residents. 

Where food and catering budgets have to be tightened, 
there is a risk of malnutrition among residents. 
Consequently, this can lead to higher care costs as residents 
become more prone to falls, at risk of more illnesses and 
become more dependent. 

Malnutrition is estimated to add nearly $1,800 to the price of 
hospital admission due to extended treatment costs. 

The Royal Commission identified that food budgets range 
substantially in residential aged care. Lower budgets impact 

on the quality of produce used and increase reliance on 
processed, less nutritional food as well as portion sizes. It 
was noted that there are opportunities to incorporate the use 
of satellite kitchens to help minimise labour costs and the 
costs associated with food safety, hygiene, staff training and 
safe food storage. 

According to Maryl-Ann, “Nutritious, pre-prepared meal 
options like Lite n’ Easy are one alternative that could give 
quality, consistency and control back to the facilities. It can 
allow them to focus their resources on the distribution of 
meals to residents rather than the preparation of them.” 

Healthy food is only nutritious if it is eaten, with findings 
from the Royal Commission highlighting the importance of 
emotional cues when eating. Many residents aren’t being 
enticed to eat meals as they lack visual appeal, smell and 
taste. 

“At Lite n’ Easy, we aim to make every mouthful as delicious 
as it is healthy. We take into account the pleasures of eating 

NOURISHING OLDER AUSTRALIANS:
FOOD AS HAPPINESS

Bringing nutritional and delicious meals to the aged care sector.

Continued on page 66
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good food, including flavour and smell. Lite n’ Easy provides 
the feeling of home-cooked food by creating meals that are 
classic favourites for many people,” said Maryl-Ann. 

“Our meals—such as hearty beef casserole, lamb roast, 
corned beef, sausages with onion gravy, apple crumble and 
rice pudding—bring back fond memories for our customers. 

“We use the best quality produce and ingredients, with 
correct servings of protein and fibre and appropriate levels 
of sodium and fat. 

“All meals are modelled on the Australian Dietary Guidelines 
ensuring that they meet the recommended nutrient levels 
and provide a complete solution.” 

The Royal Commission also highlighted the lack of variety in 
current meal options available for residents. With over 100 
meals to choose from in many different sizes, Lite n’ Easy 
ensures there is something to suit the tastes and needs of 
everyone, based on their individual choice and preferences. 

Research from Monash University found that a significant 
contributor to malnutrition among residents is inadequate 
levels of protein, putting two-thirds of residents at risk. 
The Royal Commission highlighted that the importance of 

increased protein in the diet of older people is not well-
known across the industry. 

Lite n’ Easy can take the guesswork out of meal planning, by 
ensuring they stay up-to-date with the latest research and 
understanding in nutrition. Lite n’ Easy’s dinner meals have 
approximately 400 calories and 30 grams of protein, which 
is suitable for older people who are still relatively healthy. 
They also provide a variety of meals and snacks that include 
lean meats and poultry, seafood, eggs, nuts, legumes, milk, 
cheese and yoghurt. 

“We know how important food is, especially to overall 
happiness. Many residents look forward to their meal time 
each day, and it provides an opportunity to be social and 
interact with other residents,” said Maryl-Ann. 

“Adequate food budgets must be maintained if we want to 
see healthier, happier older Australians living in our aged 
care facilities.” ■

Maryl-Ann Marshall is Head of Nutrition at Lite n’ Easy. 
For more information, please visit www.liteneasy.com.au or 
email dietitian@liteneasy.com.au

INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY

As we age, it becomes increasingly important to stay 
active. But, sometimes this can be hard due to pain. 
Introducing Oska Pulse!

Instead of just masking pain, Oska Pulse works  
at the source to reduce inflammation and pain. 
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confoil.com.au
+61 3 8720 1900

Parchment Muffin Wraps Foil Trays, Tarts & 
Platters

Paper Baking Moulds

It’s the most wonderful
time of the year...
This festive season, bring your Christmas creations to life with Confoil!
Whether you are a baker, cafè, or a caterer, Confoil’s extensive Christmas 
range has got you covered, from our traditional range, to beautiful new 
release designs.  Jump online and view the full Christmas 2019 catalogue 
and shop the range through our convenient online shop to prepare for 
all the silly season madness! The best part? Our Christmas products are 
either biodegradable and FSC certified, compostable or 100% recyclable, 
so you can shop with confidence knowing that your packaging choices 
are sustainable and better for the planet. 
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W
ith rising cost pressures and fluctuating revenue, 
aged care providers are now embarking on some of 
the country’s largest energy efficiency programs. 

Hundreds of aged care homes have been installing 
energy efficient lights and solar panels to improve residential 
amenity and environmental performance, and to reduce 
operating costs.

Increasing wholesale electricity costs, the decreasing 
price of solar panels, better LED technology and access 
to government-backed discounted finance means that 
investments in energy efficiency projects now have a payback 
of less than five years.

By installing grid connected rooftop solar PV, homes can then 
produce their own electricity on-site and cut their energy use 
even further. 

Over the past 18 months, Verdia has been working with seven 
major aged care providers across 91 sites, with a further 100 
sites currently being assessed, to replace thousands of older 
style CFL and incandescent lights with energy efficient LEDs. 
The LEDs use up to 50 per cent less energy and provide a 
better quality of light to suit different spaces.

A typical residential aged care provider uses an average of 
5,000 kilowatt hours of electricity a year per bed. This adds 
about $900 to $1,000 a year in electricity costs per bed for an 
average sized facility.

Lighting makes up about 35 per cent of total energy use in an 
aged care facility without air-conditioning. This compares to a 
typical residential home where lighting makes up about 10 per 
cent of energy consumption.

Reducing energy use with better lighting is an important first 
step for any aged care home. LEDs perform better than most 
other lights because they don’t waste energy in the form 
of non-light producing heat. An LED luminaire lasts at least 
five times as long as old lighting technology, meaning less 
maintenance and disruption to residents.

The new LED lighting technology also provides a better quality 
and uniform lighting across aged care facilities. The health 
and wellbeing benefits from more appropriate lighting for both 
residents, their families and staff are well reported. They can 

improve sleep habits, make areas safer, and create a healthier 
and welcoming environment. 

The level of lighting for a particular space is designed to 
suit the residents using it. Brighter, more uniform and better 
positioned lights in hallways and corridors can make these 
areas more safe and welcoming. Reduced glare but brighter 
lights in kitchens and bathrooms improve safety, while warmer 
lighting in rooms can create an improved sleeping and living 
environment.

The Forrest Centre, Wagga Wagga
The Forrest Centre, a small not-for-profit organisation, owns 
two mid-sized aged care facilities in Wagga Wagga which 
recently had an energy makeover to reduce electricity costs by 
32 per cent each year. 

The Loreto Home of Compassion and Mary Potter Nursing 
Home provide care to 136 residents. The interior lighting levels 
were below recommended levels in parts of the facility and 
Verdia was engaged to identify cost effective improvements 
that would benefit residents, visitors and staff.

New LED lighting technology now provides a brighter, safer 
and more welcoming environment. 

AGE SERVICES INDUSTRY EMBARKS ON
MAJOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAM

Not just about the bottom line, improvements to lighting can have significant benefits for resident 
wellbeing.

Macquarie Place in Cameron Park installed 300 solar panels. 

INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY
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Combined the facilities will save around $90,000 in year one 
and almost $2 million over the asset lifetime. The solar PV will 
have an average payback of five to six years, then provide low-
cost electricity for a further 20 years, helping to offset future 
electricity price increases.

•  200kW of solar PV across Loreto Home of Compassion and 
Mary Potter Nursing Home

• 612 solar panels
• 962 LED lights
• 32 per cent reduction in electricity costs
• 25 per cent cut in greenhouse gas emissions

Macquarie Place, Newcastle
Energy use at the Macquarie Place residential aged care home 
near Newcastle in NSW will be cut by up to 25 per cent and the 
internal and external lighting vastly improved after an 800 LED 
lighting fit out and the installation of a 100 kilowatt solar PV 
system.

The 120-bed Macquarie Place residential aged care home in 
Cameron Park is about 10 years old and caters for permanent 

residents as well as respite and palliative care. There were a 
range of decorative glass and recessed lights installed at the 
facility using standard CFL and halogen luminaries and older 
style fluoro tubes.

The energy efficiency measures will help reduce electricity 
costs at Opal’s Macquarie Place aged care home by about 
$53,000 a year, including the reduced lighting maintenance 
costs. 

The new LED lights provide a better quality and uniform light. 
LEDs installed in bedrooms and living spaces produce a 
brighter and warmer light. Others installed in bathrooms or 
kitchen produce a brighter, whiter light that’s more appropriate 
for these rooms.

• 100kW of solar PV
• 300 solar panels
• 800 LED lights
• 38 percent reduction in electricity costs
• 25 percent cut in greenhouse gas emissions ■

Paul Peters is Chief Executive Officer, Verdia.
For more information visit www.verdia.com.au 
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• Motion Activated Alarms

• Anti-Wandering Solutions
• Portable Paging Solutions

Available exclusively from HealthSaver
1300 767 888
Email: info@healthsaver.com.au

INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY          Protect 
            your guests &
     your reputation 
      with IntelliCare® Hand Hygiene

Smart 1.3L Pouch 
• Best in class efficacy, trusted and 
   proven formulations
• Dermatologically tested
• Multi liquid, foam & cream 
   product options

Award 
Winning 
Innovation 
  in dispenser 
        technology
• First hybrid dispenser 
   which allows for touchless 
   & manual activation
• Provides low-
   content alerts
• Dual dose  
   size switch
• Full product 
   visibility

2018

Contact our friendly Customer Service Team for more information:

1800 647 779     aucustserv@diversey.com
diversey.com

©2019 Diversey Australia Pty Ltd. All rights reserved. 29 Chifley St, Smithfield NSW 2164 AUSTRALIA. 
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http://www.verdia.com.au
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http://diversey.com
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Support wound management  
from the inside out 

Nutritional supplements specifically designed  
to assist with wound management

Arginaid
®

Available via Repatriation Schedule of Pharmaceutical 
Benefits (RPBS). Consult your General Practitioner.

1. Brewer, S, K Desneves, L Pearce, K Mills, L Dunn, D Brown, and T. Crowe. 2010. “Effect of an arginine-containing nutritional supplement on pressure ulcer healing in community spinal patients.” J Wound Care. 19(7):311-6. 
2. Desneves, KJ, BE Todorovic, A Cassar, and TC. Crowe. 2005. “Treatment with supplementary arginine, vitamin C and zinc in patients with pressure ulcers: a randomised controlled trial.” Clin Nutr. 24(6):979-87. Epub 2005 Nov 15. 

ARGINAID® and ARGINAID® Extra are food for special medical purposes specifically formulated with 
L-Arginine for the nutritional management of wounds. Must be used under medical supervision. 
Not suitable for use as a sole source of nutrition. Contains Phenylalanine.
®Reg. Trademark of Société des Produits Nestlé S.A. Nestlé Healthcare Nutrition, a division of Nestlé Australia Ltd,  
8 Nexus Court, Mulgrave VIC 3170, Australia. For more information call 1800 671 628.

ARGINAID®
Taking 2 serves of ARGINAID® daily, until 

wound was completely healed, showed  a 2-fold 
faster healing in  well-nourished patients.1

ARGINAID® Extra
Taking 2 serves of ARGINAID® Extra 

daily, showed a 2.5-fold improvement 
in wound healing after 3 weeks.2

http://www.nestlehealthscience.com
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Starting out

R
ight now, it’s all about you—so you can set your super 
up for great things. The first step? Make sure it’s all in 
one place. If you’ve worked at a number of jobs there’s 
a chance you have more than one super account, 

which means paying more than one set of fees. It’s also worth 
thinking about topping up your super with extra contributions 
before life gets more expensive with a mortgage, or maybe 
kids. Take the time to look at what your super is invested in. 
When you’re young you have many years ahead of you to 
weather any financial storms, so choosing a higher growth 
investment option might be worth it.*

Life gets a bit more serious
By default, life insurance (or death cover) and disability 
insurance - total and permanent disability (TPD) and/or 
income protection (IP) - is provided within super. Not only 
can life insurance protect you if you’re diagnosed with a 
terminal illness, life insurance can help protect your loved ones 
financially if you pass away. You can also look out for yourself 
by checking or updating your IP to

TPD cover. When it comes to your career, if you start to earn 
more, consider salary sacrificing extra into your super. Find out 
more at hesta.com.au/contribute

Maybe kids come along…
Raising kids can be one of life’s great rewards, but less time 
in the workforce equals less money going into your super 
account, and less when you retire. Couples can share this load 
by adding a bit extra to the main caregiver’s super through 
spouse contributions or contribution splitting. You may be able 
to take advantage of the government’s co-contribution to super 
if you are earning under a certain threshold and make an after-
tax contribution to your super.

If relationships end
When couples separate, super can typically split as part of 
joint property. Best case scenario, an amicable decision of how 
much each person gets will be reached. If not, a court order to 
split the super might be necessary.

Winding down
No matter what’s happening in your personal life, as you get 
older you should reassess the insurance you have in your super 
and who should get it when you pass away. You might also 
want to review what your super is invested in; your needs will 
change as you get closer to retirement.

We’re here for good, for you. Expert advice at every life stage is 
all part of being with HESTA. ■

hesta.com.au/advice

*Returns may be positive or negative. Past performance is not an indicator of 
future performance.

Issued by H.E.S.T. Australia Ltd ABN 66 006 818 695 AFSL 235249, the Trustee 
of Health Employees Superannuation Trust Australia (HESTA) ABN 64 971 749 
321.

This information is of a general nature. It does not take into account your 
objectives, financial situation or specific needs so you should look at your own 
financial position and requirements before making a decision. You may wish 
to consult an adviser when doing this. Before making a decision about HESTA 
products you should read the relevant product disclosure statement (call 1800 
813 327 or visit hesta.com.au for a copy), and consider any relevant risks  
(hesta.com.au/understandingrisk).

SUPER THROUGH LIFE’S 
CHANGING STAGES 

We look at how to manage your super from when you first start working, until you finally get to 
enjoy it.

http://hesta.com.au/contribute
http://hesta.com.au/advice
http://hesta.com.au
http://hesta.com.au/understandingrisk
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YOUR FUTURE RESIDENTS 
WANT MORE THAN A GYM!
The next generation of seniors are actively seeking 
to remain strong as they age. Communities that of-
fer wellness centres with safe and effective exercise 
equipment, will become leaders in the market.

LESS INJURIES RESULT IN 
HIGHER QUALITY OF LIFE!
Muscular strength is directly connected to  
functional ability and balance control in seniors, 
both of which help in the management of  
everyday activities.

INDEPENDENT RESIDENTS 
REQUIRE LESS OVERSIGHT!
Strong and independent residents require less 
personal assistance  
by staff. With the right equipment, seniors can 
exercise on their own, freeing staff to focus on 
residents who need extra assistance.

Learn more at huraustralia.com.au
or call 07 3822 7777

IMPROVE THE STRENGTH OF YOUR RESIDENTS

IMPROVE THE STRENGTH 
OF YOUR COMMUNITY

THE SCIENTIFIC 
HUR SOLUTION 

 › Strength  
Training Built  
for Seniors

 › Technology 
Designed for  
Preventative 
Medicine

 › Automation 
Focused on  
Staff Efficiency

We bring together unique resources and 
world-leading researchers from multiple 
disciplines to address the challenges and 
opportunities of our ageing population.

We work across a range of priority areas:

Through strong collaborative partnerships, 
we work with relevant stakeholders to 
achieve ground-breaking and innovative 
outcomes.

Together we will translate world-leading 
research to deliver real-world impact.W: research.unsw.edu.au/ageingfutures

E: ageingfutures@unsw.edu.au

OPTIMISING AGEING 
FOR INDIVIDUALS 

AND SOCIETY

• aged care 
•  ageing in diverse 

communities 
• dementia 
• mental health 
• cognitive ageing 
• healthy ageing 

• built environment 
•  socioeconomic 

impacts 
• technology 
• e-health 
•  values & attitudes 

to ageing

• academic  
• community  

• government  
• industry

http://huraustralia.com.au
http://research.unsw.edu.au/ageingfutures
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L
arrakia Nation Aboriginal Corporation (LNAC) represents 
the Traditional Owners of the Darwin Region, and 
speaks on behalf of the Larrakia people while delivering 
community and outreach support services to the 

broader Darwin community. 

Originally set up in 1997 through the Northern Land Council 
to provide a corporate identity for the Larrakia people and 
to uphold the Native Title Claim, over the past 20 years the 
LNAC has expanded significantly and now includes a range of 
programs—including home care for older Australians in Darwin.

With its vision of “Living Stronger, Living Longer”, the LNAC 
has a special interest in helping Indigenous elders to age well 
now and into the future. 

“In Darwin and the Northern Territory, we have a high 
prevalence of stolen generation as well as traditional owners, 
and it’s incredibly important to help them age well in their 
culture,” says LNAC Aged & Disability Care Program Manager 
Michelle McCall. 

“It can be as simple as providing them with a place where they 
can sit and have a yarn in their yarning circle and interact with 
other Larrakia people, to more complex issues around family 
relationships and cultural taboos, and the trauma of the stolen 
generation.”

Understanding the cultural significance, the LNAC supports 
people to remain in their own homes for as long as possible, 

and also provides support for medical care as many people 
avoid going to hospital. 

“We have clients in late stage dementia and we do everything 
we can to keep them in their own homes, because placing 
them in a residential aged care facility would retraumatise 
them,” says Michelle.

“When people need medical attention, we take them to the 
Danila Dilba Health Service, which offers culturally appropriate 
primary health care services.”

LARRAKIA NATION  
HELPING PEOPLE AGE WELL IN CULTURE

Culturally appropriate care goes hand-in-hand with quality of life.

Continued on page 76

Netta Cahill, David Simmonds (Aged Care 
Support Staff Member) and Rachel Roman.

L-R: Phillip Quall, Victor Raymond, John Scrutton and Support Staff Member 
David Simmonds from Larrakia Aged Care Men’s Social Group on an outing to 
Adelaide River War Memorial.
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Continued from page 75

Many of the Larrakia elders supported by the LNAC are related, 
with just eight family groups within the Larrakia Nations. 
This means a lot of cultural sensitivity when it comes to 
interrelationships. 

“In Indigenous culture people don’t have typical nuclear 
families,” says Michelle. “You might be raised by your 
grandmother or your aunt, so you would have brother cousins 
or cousin brothers or cousin sisters. Your son, or your nephew 
or your nephew once removed, can’t be in the room while 
you’re being bathed. We have to be mindful of all the family 
dynamics.

“There are other aspects to Indigenous culture, for example, 
males can’t sit next to older grannies, it’s culturally frowned 
upon. Some people want a carer from their culture, others 
believe it’s a sign of shame, we need to give them what they 
want. 

“Women’s business and men’s business is sacred, so we 
separate our social groups so people can speak freely.”

The LNAC hosts three social support groups each week: one 
combined, one for women only and one for men only. They 
go on outings such as fishing or picnics at sites of cultural 
significance. Sometimes staff members collect traditional foods 
and cook them up for a meeting. There are also opportunities 
for traditional wood working, basket weaving and painting.

For individuals, the support ranges from home care, domestic 
assistance, meals on wheels and transport for medical or 
health care, to social support and housing for people who are 
homeless.

“We identify people who are living it rough—what we call 
living “long grass”—and get them into safe and secure 
accommodation. Usually they’re from remote communities 
and are in Darwin for medical treatment. We fill the gap,” said 
Michelle.

“For people with dementia, we often take them to reminisce 
with family members, which often puts a smile on their face.”

Respect for elders is also something the LNAC works to 
uphold, as it is central to Indigenous culture.

“Wherever we go, we notify people in advance—whether 
Indigenous or non-Indigenous—that their Larrakia elders are 
coming. It could be on a trip to the museum, or just to get fish 
and chips at the wharf.

“We also have people contact us to invite Larrakia elders to 
events, as their guests of honour. Our elders were invited to 
the opening of a tennis centre last year by Evonne Goolangong 
Cawley and also to the opening of the new Palmerston 
Hospital. During NAIDOC week this year, we had a special 
dinner for them under the stars.” 

While a lot of their focus is on supporting First Nation elders, 
they are not the only people supported by Larrakia. Currently 
45 per cent of older people who access Larrakia’s services are 
from non-Indigenous backgrounds.

“Because of our work with Indigenous people, we’re very 
aware of the need for consumer-directed care. It’s not about 
what the Indigenous client wants, it’s about what the client 
wants, and we do everything in our power to ensure that’s what 
they get,” said Michelle.

“We have people ringing on a weekly basis thanking us for 
our quality of care. The other week it was a Greek family who 
thanked us for caring for their elder with dementia, and they 
wanted to sign up their next family member.” ■

Linda Baraciolli is Communications Advisor & Fusion Editor, 
Leading Age Services Australia.
For more information visit www.larrakia.com 

Larrakia Aged Care Tuesday Social Group 
enjoying a picnic at the George Brown 
Botanic Gardens in Darwin.

Joy White, Sheila White, Yvonne 
Goolagong Cawley and Elsie Pocock.

Volunteer 
Massage and 
Yoga Therapist 
Nadine—who 
provides 
massages to 
clients during 
Tuesday Social 
Group—with 
client Pauline 
Baban. 

http://www.larrakia.com
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FOCUS  
ON WHAT  
YOU CAN 

SHARE

CARE IN THE AGE  
OF OUTRAGE
11-12 JUNE 2020  
HILTON SYDNEY AUSTRALIA

INTERNATIONAL DEMENTIA CONFERENCE

Call for papers
Submission deadline 8 November 2019 
visit dementiaconference.com

Early bird registrations  
open 2 December 2019

General enquiries:   
International Dementia Conference Team  
E: conference@hammond.com.au    
P: +61 2 8437 7355

http://dementiaconference.com
http://planetarkpower.com/aged-care/
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LASA UPCOMING PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

www.lasa.asn.au/events or 1300 111 636 and ask for Events 

Customer Services Workshops
How to Meet the New Standards in Residential Care through CDC
Given the changes being made to aged care and the upcoming royal commission 
there will be further pressure on the sector to demonstrate it is meeting consumer 
choice, independence and dignity.
The workshop builds on 3 years of research of how to provide genuine choice 
to consumers. The workshop will supply the necessary tools to demonstrate 
this standard is being met. These tools cover the systems used for the Service, 
Engagement and Financial operations.

Queensland Brisbane – 25 September 2019

New South Wales Sydney – 27 September 2019
Victoria Melbourne – 17 October 2019

Registration: $450 + GST Members 
$550 + GST Non Members 

Financial, Legal and Business Workshops
Age Care Funding Instrument (ACFI) under the new Age Care Quality 
Standards Masterclass 
This dynamic workshop covers all key aspects of ACFI subsidy funding, including what 
you need to do under the aged care quality standards and a brief overview of the 
review of future aged care funding proposals before government. Participants will be 
guided through an overview of the documentation required to support the ACFI claim 
which must meet the expectations of the department at a validation. Participants will 
leave the course equipped with advanced ACFI knowledge and skills, which they can 
immediately apply in the workplace to ethically optimise funding.

New South Wales Sydney – 20 November 2019

Victoria Melbourne – 8 October 
Melbourne – 19 November 

Queensland Brisbane – 2 October 2019
Brisbane – 28 November 2019

Western Australia Perth – 9 October  2019

Registration: $450 + GST Member 
$550 + GST Non Member

RADs, DAPs, RACs & DACs
Arrangements regarding Refundable Accommodation Deposits (RADs), Daily 
Accommodation Payments (DAPs), Refundable Accommodation Contributions 
(RACs) & Daily Accommodation Contributions (DACs) can seem complex and 
confusing. The course demystifies the key aspects of accommodation deposits, 
payments and contributions and equips participants with the essential knowledge 
for admissions staff.

New South Wales Sydney – 18 September 2019

Victoria Melbourne  – 7 October 2019
Registration: $250 + GST Members

$350 + GST Non Members

 Governance and Leadership Workshops
Governance in Aged Care
The aged care sector has experienced over a decade of disruption in funding, 
clinical requirements and legislative changes amidst a background of changing 
consumer needs and expectations. The learnings from the financial services royal 
commission, as well as the recently established royal commission into Australia’s 
aged care sector highlight the importance of putting the consumer first and 
finding the right balance between societal purpose and sustainability.

New South Wales Wagga Wagga – 16 October 2019
Sydney – 6 November 2019
Wollongong – 20 November 2019

Victoria Melbourne – 11 November 2019

Western Australia Geraldton – 18 September

Registration: $470 inc GST Member / $470 inc GST Non Member

In partnership with
   

Next Gen Forums 
Too often, our Next Gens have been the youngest in the room and are keen to 
connect with their passionate peers to share challenges, hear about great leadership, 
and learn how we can all build the workplaces of the future that support our older 
Australians. Our sector is full of dynamic, inspiring and passionate next generation 
leaders who are leading in our organisations - from bedside to boardroom. Join us 
and transform your career alongside your peers and our industry leaders.

South Australia Adelaide – 30 October 2019  
Tasmania Campbell Town – 11 November 2019 

Western Australia Perth – 15 November 2019

Registration: Member $250 + GST / Non Member $350 + GST

 Age Services Industry Forums  
Our upcoming Industry Forums are a great opportunity to interact with colleagues 
and industry leaders throughout the age care services industry. Join us for informative 
interactive sessions that delve into the current state of the aged service industry, 
provide valuable updates on the latest in residential care, home care, retirement living 
and seniors housing as well as a vital update on the Royal Commission. 

Victoria Traralgon – 3 October 2019
Stawell – 7 October 2019
Warrnambool – 8 October 2019
Mildura – 24 September 2019

Queensland Wide Bay – 9 October 
Moreton Bay/Sunshine Coast – 10 October 
Gold Coast – 11 October 
Mackay – 16 October 
Townsville – 17 October 
Far North Queensland – 18 October 
Darling Downs/South West Queensland – 13 November 
Central Queensland – 15 November

Western Australia Geraldton – 18 September

Registration: FREE Member & Non Member

http://www.lasa.asn.au/events
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R
osewood will make a significant investment in Perth’s 
residential aged care sector, with construction of its 
new $70 million West Perth facility well underway.

As part of a comprehensive redevelopment of 
Rosewood’s 5454sqm Cleaver Street property, the site will 
be transformed into a four-storey, purpose-built 152-bed 
residential care facility.

Rosewood Chief Executive Officer Mario Zulberti has 
announced Pindan as the successful tenderer, with 
construction scheduled for completion by February 2021.

Mario said Rosewood was proud to be working with Pindan 
on the innovative development, which will help address 
critical shortages in the number of aged care beds in Western 
Australia.

Under the plan, the heritage-listed cottage, now named 
Rosewood House, will form the centrepiece of the dynamic, 
forward-thinking development and undergo $500,000 of 
restoration works.

The blueprint provides for an on-site café, basement car 
parking, wellness centre, day centre and training rooms for 
medical, nursing and allied health trainees.

The 27 room configuration options and ability to convert rooms 
to include ensuites and kitchenettes will provide versatility 
for residents and allow Rosewood to transition depending on 
future aged care market needs.

Both short stay and longer term respite care will be offered at 
the day centre, in addition to specialist training workspaces for 
medical students seconded to Rosewood from universities as 
part of their studies and work placement requirements.

In addition, the top floor of the building, which takes in city 
views, will have a dedicated intergenerational gym for residents 
and young children, where families can spend time together 
with grandchildren and great-grandchildren. The fully-equipped 
space will have playground equipment as well as a ball pit.

Sophisticated technology, including back-of-house robotics, 
which will assist with delivery services and be smart enough to 
interface with residents, will also be embraced as part of the 
development.

There will also be terraced gardens and Rosewood will invest 
$500,000 in public art.

NEW $70M PURPOSE-BUILT 
RESIDENTIAL AGED CARE FACILITY 

FOR PERTH  
Rosewood’s investment will boost state-of-the-art care.

Construction begins at the Rosewood’s Cleaver Street property.

Artists’ impression of the new Rosewood Forecourt.

Continued on page 80
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Mario said demolition and significant excavation works 
had been completed, with pilings now in place and work 
commenced on the subterranean basement.

“Our new West Perth development is well on its way, with 
demolition and preliminary works now complete,” he said.

“We are thrilled to be at the forefront of an exciting period in the 
future of aged care at Rosewood. This new facility will allow us 
to offer more aged care beds and superior services, including 
dementia-specific accommodation for our ageing community.”

This is the second aged care home Rosewood has contracted 
Pindan to build after opening its $40 million, 120-bed facility in 
Leederville in 2017.

“Through construction of our Leederville aged care home, 
Pindan has proven to be a leader in the field with their 
professionalism, workmanship and a reputation that is second-
to-none,” Mario said.

“Pindan’s consideration of our residents helped us provide a 
seamless transition when opening our Leederville premises. We 
look forward to another positive experience in the development 
of our Cleaver Street site.”

Mario said Rosewood was committed to providing high quality 
aged care to the West Perth community it had been proud to 
serve for the past 60 years.

Rosewood has provided aged care from Cleaver Street, West 
Perth for six decades, pioneering services for the elderly since 
1957, including the opening of the social centre and Meals on 
Wheels kitchen. ■

Nicole Cox, Rosewood media consultant
For more information visit www.rosewoodcare.org.au

Artists’ impression of the new Rosewood facility from Cleaver Street, seamlessly 
connected with the wider community. 

✆ Call sales
03 9264 8700  Email us

sales@aimsoftware.com.au

Call us now on 03 9264 8700 or email sales@aimsoftware.com to book a demonstration

 Visit us
www.aimsoftware.com.au

2GEN SQL EDITION

Have you seen the light! 
AIM 2GEN SQL EDITION SOFTWARE 
Aged Care Financial Management software –  
a better solution at an affordable price!

AIM ad_LASA_185x130_May2019_final.indd   1 28/5/19   9:23 am

Continued from page 79

http://www.rosewoodcare.org.au
http://www.aimsoftware.com.au
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C
arrington Care is a not-for-profit aged care provider 
located in the Macarthur region of Sydney that 
integrates home care, retirement living and residential 
care on its vast site of 450 acres. This model of care 

has been a great advantage to delivering services and ensuring 
continuity of care.

Built on a long-standing tradition of service spanning 130 
years, Carrington is committed to providing holistic person-
centered care that demonstrate its compassion, integrity and 
sensitivity.

Its organisational culture is underpinned by a desire to treat 
every consumer with dignity, respect and kindness, and 
encourages consumers to actively participate in making 
choices regarding their care. It values consumers and staff 

members alike as individuals, with their own needs for quality 
of life and satisfaction in work.

Creating an environment where people feel comfortable and 
safe is a top priority, and over the past 10 years there has been 
significant investment in better accommodation and facilities. 

Carrington has also invested in creating a knowledgeable and 
informed workforce through a dedicated training program, 
which gives staff the skills and understanding to work in a 
professional and compassionate manner.

Carrington’s integrated services work with all consumers to 
understand their needs, identity, culture and diversity. It is 
important to know as much as possible about the consumer 
in order to bring joy and meaning to their lives and support 
ageing well.

IT’S THE CARE IN CARRINGTON CARE 
THAT MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE: 

CONSIDERATE, ATTENTIVE, RESPONSIVE, EXCELLENCE

MEMBER STORIES

Mr & Mrs Brookes outside River Cottage, part of Cottage Respite 
Services on the grounds of Carrington.

Continued on page 82
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“The two programs that were nominated as finalists in Leading 
Age Services Australia’s Excellence in Age Services Awards 
exhibit the culture and values at Carrington for shaping a better 
ageing future,” says Carrington Chief Executive Raad Richards.

“For us, it’s about our core values: being considerate, attentive, 
responsive and providing excellence care.”

Pastoral Care Program
Despite being a non-faith based organisation, Carrington has 
taken seriously its responsibility to care for people’s emotional 
and spiritual needs, alongside their physical and medical 
needs.

Pastoral care focuses on what brings meaning to the 
consumer’s life, hopes for the future, purpose in daily activities 
and connection with themselves and others. 

It seeks to acknowledge that people are often facing deeply 
personal questions as they approach the end of their lives—
questions such as ‘has my life been worthwhile?’; ‘will anybody 
remember me after I die?’; and ‘what do I believe happens after 
death?’—and support them on a journey of self-discovery.

Carrington acknowledges that spirituality is part of being 
human and does not associate spirituality with any particular 
religion. Instead, their program considers what speaks to an 
individual person’s spirit. What are the things that help them 
find meaning, purpose, hope, connection?  

An individual’s deep spiritual needs might be met through a 
variety of sources—nature, the arts, relationship or religion—
therefore a a wide range of opportunities are offered.

The Pastoral Care Program is supplemented by the faith-
specific services that are provided by local churches in their 
care facilities.

The Wellness Club
It is well known that many in the community confront social 
isolation in their day-to-day lives, often exacerbated by 
limitations related to chronic health issues and frailty. With 
this in mind, Carrington decided to develop a solution for its 
customers.

Based on research that shows a sense of feeling connected 
with one’s community and a positive impact on an individual’s 
physical and mental health, in 2018 Carrington established The 
Wellness Club—a social and exercise program that promotes 
physical and mental wellbeing.

With many older people not even considering themselves 
capable of exercise let alone attending a gym, Carrington 
invested in the purchase of specialised senior fitness 
equipment to increase engagement with The Wellness Club.

Having access to the right equipment, older people can 
improve balance and regain muscle strength. Regular exercise 
with adequate equipment maintains the ability to function, 
helps prevent illness and supports mental health.

The capability of evidence-based data from the fitness 
equipment to monitor an individual’s progress and 
improvement has been a ‘winner’, with many of its consumers 
developing a new found love of resistance weight training.

The Wellness Club now plays an important role in supporting 
ageing well within the broader community. ■

Vicki Martins is Executive Manager Community Care, 
Carrington Care.
For more information visit www.carringtoncare.com.auCarrington ILU Resident Brenda DeLacy 

boarding the bus for an organised social event.

Mr Bill Watson regularly enjoys 
The Wellness Club activities 
and events. 

Continued from page 81

http://www.carringtoncare.com.au
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To get Rob in your inbox, please sign up at:
www.mirusaustralia.com/mia

Change 
doesn’t have 
to suck.

Please join Rob Covino as he 
unpacks key metrics and insights via 
the monthly Mirus Industry Analysis 
including:

- Average Daily Subsidy
- Occupancy Rate
- Claiming Activity
- Voluntary Assessments
- Workforce Trends

#makingagedcarebetter

Why the ant 
you ask?
In 2017 the Directors of TT Building 
Surveyors identified the need to 
change our brand to represent 
our long-term vision and goals; 
and to include an International 
element for the business. Ants are 
strong individuals, but always work 
together as a team to complete 
a job and achieve the common 
goal. The number ‘1’ emphasises 
that we endeavour to be the best 
in our field, that we continually 
strive to provide the highest level 
of a positive attitude, initiative to 
problem solving, and tenacity in 
detailing with all our activities.

How 
can we 

help you?
Formiga1 are a Global Building Consulting 

firm with offices in Brisbane, Perth & 
Sydney and the ability to operate Australia 
wide. Our staff provide localised expertise 

to your project and our services. At 
Formiga1 we pride ourselves on personal 

focused advice to the Aged Care Sector and 
provide services in the following areas:

Fire Safety 
Audits

Fire Safety 
upgrades

Due Diligence 
Audits

Building 
approvals 

and advice in 
relation to NSW 

EP & A Act & 
Regulations (eg 

CDC & CC)

Annual 
Fire Safety 
Statement 

witness testing, 
audits and 

reports

1 2 3 4 5

Fire Safety and 
Due Diligence 

Audits

Fire safety & 
Refurbishment 

upgrade advice

Buidling 
Approvals and 
Inspection to 

State Laws

Annual Fire 
Safety Audits, 
Reports and 

Witness Testing

Emergency Planning, 
training and 
education

HOW CAN WE HELP?
We are Building Surveyors, 
consultants and certifiers who pride 
ourselves on personal focused 
advice to the Aged Care Sector in 
the following areas:-

Global Office
Phone: 02 9597 9952
Email: global@formiga1.com
Level 2, 10 King Street, ROCKDALE NSW 2216

www.formiga1.com

http://www.mirusaustralia.com/mia
http://www.formiga1.com
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I
n today’s aged care world, 
community care providers must 
deliver life-changing services that 
help the elderly live safe, healthy, 

active and fulfilled lives in their homes 
and communities.

Not-for-profit aged care provider Jubilee 
Community Care is marrying traditional 
values such as respect and dignity for 
all people with innovative approaches 
to create better futures for the aged. By 
being responsive and flexible, Jubilee is 
setting new benchmarks in best practice 
to enrich the lives of the elderly in the 
communities it serves.

Jubilee, celebrating its 30th anniversary 
in 2019, has close to 100 employees 
supporting more than 500 clients in 

Brisbane. In the past 10 years the 
organisation has doubled in size. In 
that time Jubilee has adapted to meet 
the increasing demands of clients 
and their families, the changing needs 
of its workforce, and government 
requirements. 

The passion of Jubilee’s employees has 
always been a key strength. A majority 
of staff are employed on permanent 
contracts, unusual in the industry. The 
passion and professionalism of Jubilee’s 
staff is paying dividends with its Client 
Support Co-ordination Team winning the 
Team category at LASA Queensland’s 
Excellence in Age Services Awards 
2019.

The team, led by client support manager 
Nicky Panagopoulos, includes co-
ordinators Sandy Kelly, Lorraine Kiss 
and Kristie Reed, activities officer Vicki 
Burden and office co-ordinator Brigid 
Batchelor.  Collectively, they have more 
than 100 years’ experience of caring 
and arranging personalised, consistent 
and reliable in-home support services 
for clients, with 35 of those 100 years at 
Jubilee.

“The LASA award is recognition of 
Jubilee Community Care’s position as a 
leader in the aged care industry and the 
quality of its services provided for older 
people,” says Nicky. “We are passionate 
about making a difference in the lives 
of older Australians. This award really 
does show that a local provider can 
shine by being flexible and innovative, 
by providing personalised services, 
community connections, and by putting 
people and their families first.”

Community collaborations introducing 
new programs and technologies have 
helped Jubilee become a leader in the 
industry and to make people its priority. 
Jubilee has worked with Macquarie 
University to introduce a quality of life 
measurement tool for its clients called 
Australian Community Care Outcomes 
Measurement (ACCOM). Jubilee is the 
first service provider in Queensland to 
use this to assist in enhancing services 
to improve the quality of clients’ lives.

It is also trialling, among other 
technologies, smart home devices which 
monitor a client’s daily habits, analyse 
behaviour changes and generate alerts 
if a decline in health and wellbeing is 
detected.

JUBILEE MERGES TRADITIONAL 
VALUES WITH INNOVATION 

TO CREATE BETTER FUTURES FOR OLDER AUSTRALIANS

Turning 30 this year, this Queensland aged care provider is pulling out all the stops.

MEMBER STORIES

Award winning team (L-R) Nicky Panagopoulos, Lorraine Kiss, 
Sandy Kelly, Vicki Burden, Kristie Reed and Brigid Batchelor.
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MEMBER STORIES

Jubilee was successful in achieving ISO 
9001:2015 Certification for its Quality 
Management System, demonstrating 
the organisation consistently provides 
products and services that meet 
customer and regulatory requirements.

These leading achievements are just 
three facets of Jubilee’s services. Jubilee 
is passionate about clients’ health, 
wellbeing and sense of community by 
providing and linking people to social 
activities as well as offering Australia’s 
only accredited falls prevention program 
‘Stay Standing’, exercise groups, 
hydrotherapy and more.

Jubilee’s staff regularly undertake 
additional training across a variety 
of relevant subjects such as the 
latest mobility equipment and LGBTI 
awareness to provide support and 
education to clients and their families.

These practices have helped Jubilee 
earn a trusted and respected reputation. 
In a recent survey of Home Care 

Package clients Jubilee averaged 97 per 
cent satisfaction across the categories 
of choice of services; consistency/
punctuality/quality of support workers; 
and treating clients with dignity and 
respect. 

In another survey of Commonwealth 
Home Support Program clients 100 per 

cent of respondents suggested they 
would recommend Jubilee because it 
was “efficient and well managed” and 
“pleasant, helpful and effective”. ■

Shaun Riley is Director, Jubilee 
Community Care. 
For more information visit  
www.jccagedcare.org.au

Jubilee support 
worker Yvette assists 
client Gwenyth with 
her laundry.

Fair and  
transparent  

fees

Healthy  
returns

Straightforward 
investment 

options

Join Prime Super  |  1800 675 839  |  primesuper.com.au
Prime Super Pty Ltd ABN 81 067 241 016 AFSL 219723
RSE L0000277 as Trustee of Prime Super ABN 60 562 335 823 RN 1000276

http://www.jccagedcare.org.au
http://primesuper.com.au
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TThhee EEddeenn AAlltteerrnnaattiivvee®® iiss PPeerrssoonn DDiirreecctteedd CCaarree
Our Education at Your Place  We Come to You

• November 2019  Singapore
• February 2020  Brisbane
• February 2020  Perth
• March 2020  New Zealand
• March 2020  Melbourne

• See website for further details.

Forthcoming Eden Open Education Opportunities

www.edeninoznz.com.au P:61 (0)437 739 779 Facebook/EdenOzNZ

The Eden Alternative® experiential education and services
provides the framework to build staff capacity, deepen
relationships and ensure effective change and compliance
outcomes with the new Aged Care Quality Standards.

Our cost effective education offers flexibility and team building
opportunities, as we deliver our services at your organisation.

The Eden Alternative is the change solution you need.

Take a proactive approach to the new standards 
with tailor-made business support services from 
Leading Age Services Australia (LASA).

Our expert team will give you the greatest chance 
of success in every area of the new framework.

Transition to the aged care quality 
standards with expert support

For more information or to register your interest in our Safety & Quality 
Management System, masterclasses, workshops, quality audits and continuous 
improvement planning, unannounced visits or organisation transition consulting 
please contact 1300 111 636 or quality@lasa.asn.au 

How LASA can support you:

 Safety & Quality Management System. 60+ readymade and 
customisable policy and process templates for a better way to 
manage your business process and assist with your compliance.

 Quality audits and continuous improvement planning. Quality 
audit and continuous improvement planning that will mimic the 
process a Member may encounter from the Agency.

 Unannounced visits for compliance auditing. LASA audit to help 
you improve your systems, policies, processes and workplace. 

 Organisation transition consulting. Expert guidance to help you 
develop a whole-of-organisation plan for transformation.

 Governance workshops. LASA in partnership with the 
Governance Institute of Australia training for leaders. 

 Aged Care Quality Standards Masterclasses. You will better 
understand the Aged Care Quality Standards with a focus on 
demonstrating consumer outcomes. 

and create a seamless pathway to success

http://www.edeninoznz.com.au
mailto:quality%40lasa.asn.au?subject=Safety%20%26%20Quality%20Management%20System
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W
ellness and reablement has strong theoretical 
underpinnings but putting this approach into 
practice can be challenging.

Bolton Clarke’s early implementation Wellness and 
Reablement team has developed a model of care to support the 
process, based on the principles of positive and healthy ageing.

The Optimising Health and Wellness model aims to ensure all 
older people receiving services from clinical and care teams 
are supported to live as well and as independently as possible, 
with a strong focus on the needs and goals of the consumer.

“We encourage our care planners to have a conversation with 
their clients about what is important to them, what they like 
and what they would like to achieve with a focus on improving 
social participation, confidence and self-esteem,” Principal 
Advisor Wellness and Reablement Kath Paine said.

“The model of care refocuses the work of our clinicians and 
carers, requiring them to consider the social needs and goals 
of the older person alongside their health and medical needs. 
The Wellness and Reablement teams have developed a set 

of guiding principles which were co-designed with staff and 
underpin the Bolton Clarke approach to care. These practice 
principles have become the key component of the model.”

Workshops have been rolled out across the organisation 
to support the change, including recognising the power of 
language.

“Our language is well and truly evolving to introduce clients to 
concepts like supporting independence and active ageing,” 
Kath says.

Central to the model is the development of a My Wellness Plan 
with all clients and residents, which provides a link between the 
person’s current situation and their goals.

The plan template was developed with the help of clients and 
captures the information that the person believes is important 
for us to know about them to work with them successfully. It 
also focuses on what the person would like to be doing, what is 
their aim and how they can be supported to achieve their aim. 
It provides a strengths-based approach to care and supports 

OPTIMISING HEALTH AND WELLNESS 
BEGINS WITH A CONVERSATION  

The Wellness and Reablement Team at Bolton Clarke making a difference.

MEMBER STORIES

Focus on supporting people to follow their own interests. Bolton Clarke 
Cunningham Villas, Bowen residents enjoy fishing.

Continued on page 88
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great conversations between the client or resident and staff 
member. 

Implementing the wellness plans has included initial training for 
up to 600 staff over three states. The impact on older clients 
and residents will be captured through the development and 
evaluation of each client’s My Wellness Plan. 

Kath and her team, working with Bolton Clarke’s Clinical 
and Service Governance team and Research Institute, have 
also created a new Consumer Partnership Group to gather 
feedback from clients and carers.

“Our consumers are the reason we’re here and our employees 
really support them having more involvement in designing 
services,” she says.

Client Judy’s restorative care story is an excellent example of 
the approach in practice.

A stroke five years ago left Judy with a blind spot, a weak right 
side and an inability to read and she had lost confidence and 
become socially withdrawn.

“On my first visit I discovered how much Judy loved art, so we 
started researching art classes in her local area,” says Case 
Manager Briony Underwood.

“It’s not just about physical rehabilitation but also restoring 
personal qualities, so our clients can start feeling like 
themselves again.”

With Briony’s support Judy re-engaged with her art, took a 
class and joined the local art society.

She says the experience has helped her find herself again and 
she is now planning a painting tour of Tasmania.

“I very much appreciated Briony’s lateral thinking,” she says. ■

Kirsty Stein is Media & External Relations Manager, Bolton 
Clarke.
For more information visit www.boltonclarke.com.au 

MEMBER STORIES

It’s all about teamwork! Physiotherapist Kyle Goodall helps residents get active 
at Bolton Clarke’s Galleon Gardens, Currumbin Waters residential aged care 
community.

YOUR ESSENTIAL AGED CARE SPECIALIST. 
Ready to work with you to achieve 
maximum outcomes for your residents and 
business through contemporary ethical 

methodologies.

National Care Solutions is a professional  
customer focused aged care specialist 
company focusing on management and 
training for aged and home care providers.  
NCS specialises in providing assistance 
for services of all sizes, including rural and 
regional stand alone services.

Contact Lyn Turner, Director
P: 0418 733 786
E: lyn@nationalcaresolutions.com.au
W: www.nationalcaresolutions.com.au

• General management consultancy services

•  Income maximisation strategies including ACFI 
training, preparation & review 

• Systems reviews (including documentation review)

• ACAR applications

• Preparation & submission of tenders

• Strategic planning

• Internal auditing, including pre-accreditation audits

• Training & development services

•  Participation in planning for rebuilding, 
refurbishing, buying, closing & selling

• Corporate identification & marketing

Continued from page 87

http://www.boltonclarke.com.au
http://www.nationalcaresolutions.com.au
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ADVERTORIAL

EXPANDED ELECTRONIC KEY CONTROL 
WITH CUSTOM MANAGEMENT REPORTS

K
eyWatcher is an electronic key cabinet which can host 
access to sets of keys that employees and contractors 
alike may need access to on a daily basis. Keys that 
an organisation may consider risky or may carry 

financial or liability value may be locked down and only be 
accessible to certain people and at certain times of the day/
week/month. The system also provides an audit trail on the 
movement of each set of keys equipping the organisation with 
complete control around key issuance and access

THE INTEGRATED SOLUTION
KeyWatcher is designed for complete interactivity with your 
other business systems. For example, by integrating your 
KeyWatcher system with your access control system, your 
access control system will know which users have keys 
and which do not. A user who has taken a specific key from 

KeyWatcher can be denied egress from the facility until the 
key is returned – and selected management can be alerted via 
email if a key has not been returned on time.

KMaaS (Key Management as a Service)
Hosted and Managed Services available
Like anything electronic, the KeyWatcher system requires 
access to software which controls the management of who can 
have access to which set of keys and also provides access 
to the audit trail information. The KMaaS software may be 
hosted on site or AST may provide all of the IT and Network 
infrastructure required through a completely hosted and 
managed service. Administrators are provided with access to a 
secure web management portal.

The KeyWatcher is equipped with a 4G wireless modem and 
the KeyWatcher database resides on a secure Amazon Web 
service. All communication between the hardware and software 
is encrypted using an encrypted VPN service.

KEYWATCHER  
David Ishak, AST Pty Ltd

http://www.nationalcaresolutions.com.au
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LASA Aged Care Training Institute dedicated to supporting the 
age services industry to deliver first-class services consistent 
with the Aged Care Quality Standards.
LASA offers a range of accredited aged care, leadership and management 
courses, along with a suite of professional development modules which can 
be delivered face to face in your organisation or online form our LASA online 
eLearning platform.
Our training programs are designed to equip leaders, managers and staff with 
the knowledge and skills they need in our changing aged care environment. 
A trusted industry provider of quality training, we are committed to offering 
relevant and practical professional development experiences, which include:

 Accredited training for vocational training and skill sets
 Professional development
 eLearning courses delivered in partnership with Universal Care Training (UCT)
 Diplomas
 Tailored training developed in conjunction with you

Aiming to make learning effortless, our clients can choose one of two options 
for delivery of training modules, or a combination of both:

 online for people who want to work remotely at their own pace; OR
 face-to-face at your premises to maximise whole-of-staff training, minimise 

down-time and reduce costs. This option is available upon request anywhere 
in Australia; OR

 in a blended learning environment.
Our qualified trainers are available during business hours to provide assistance 
and coaching with studies.
LASA Members receive discounts for all training through the LASA Aged Care 
Training Institute.

RTO No 2863

WE are the Age Services Workforce development 
provider for YOU!

LASA Aged Care Training Institute 

Please phone 1300 111 636 or email education@lasa.asn.au to discuss your needs.

http://www.besthealthsolutions.com.au
mailto:education%40lasa.asn.au?subject=LASA%20Aged%20Care%20Training
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A
n estimated 447,000 Australians are living with 
dementia. Without a medical breakthrough, this number 
is projected to grow to almost 1.1 million by 2058.

While the Australian Government announced in July 
it will provide $21 million to fund dementia research, there is 
more we can do right now to enrich the quality of life for people 
living with dementia. 

As a community-owned aged care provider, IRT’s mission is to 
improve the lives of older Australians by providing access to 
care and services that support their dignity and recognise the 
contribution they have made to society.

An example of how they’re working to achieve this is the 
introduction of a specialist dementia care program called 
Namaste at their residential aged care centres. 

Since late 2017, they have been rolling out the Namaste 
program to enhance quality of life for those living with severe 
and end-stage dementia, in particular those who cannot 
engage in traditional activities and are approaching end of life.

Namaste is a Hindu term meaning to ‘honour the spirit within’. 
The program was first developed in the United States by 
geriatric consultant Joyce Simard. It is a sensory-based 
program focused on providing meaningful activity and comfort 
to people with dementia. Trained care workers integrate 
sensory stimulation into their care and encourage family 
members and friends to participate.

Through the thoughtful application of activities across the five 
senses—touch, taste, smell, sight and hearing—care workers 
focus on improving the resident’s comfort and pleasure. Music, 
colour, therapeutic touch and massage, aromatherapy oils 
and food treats are all part of the multi-sensory environment 
created in the Namaste room.

IRT chose to adopt Namaste as part of their desire to focus on 
the person, rather than the disease. This is a program that truly 
provides a better ageing future for older Australians through the 
facilitation of love and connection between residents, families 
and staff at a time when communication is limited.  

Namaste has tapped into the skill sets of care workers, 
utilising their strengths in empathy, compassion and loving 
touch, allowing them to interact one-to-one with residents in a 
peaceful environment away from the hustle and bustle of the 
day’s activities.  

Care workers say residents are happier and more responsive. 
Some have even begun talking again. The care workers say the 
residents are so appreciative of someone being there with them 
in the moment and there is real progress being made.

As the care workers spend more time on therapeutic-based 
care, it gives them the opportunity to gather rich information 
about a resident’s background and preferences. This might 
include dressing up in beautiful clothing or wearing lipstick or 
cuddling soft toys.

Care workers participating in the program attribute Namaste 
with enabling them to create a sense of connection with 
residents and understand them at a deeper spiritual and 
emotional level. Care workers are then able to bring families 
into the picture, helping them enjoy quality time with their loved 
ones.

For IRT employees, Namaste has reinforced the importance 
of touch, stillness, quiet and being relaxed and present in the 
moment with residents, facilitating a positive flow on impact to 
the relationship between residents and their families. 

IRT strongly believes the moments of awe created with 
residents who have led big and wonderful lives, should be 
shared and honoured, and this is what the Namaste program 
does. ■

Jason Malone is Executive General Manager – Aged Care 
Centres, IRT Group.
For more information visit www.irt.org.au 

SPECIALIST DEMENTIA CARE 
AT IRT GROUP  

Enhancing end-of-life means focusing on each individual, not the disease.

MEMBER STORIES

http://www.irt.org.au 
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OUT AND ABOUT

Home Care Presentation
LASA Principal Advisor Troy Speirs presented to the Board of 
our valued Member Bolton Clarke on the current state of home 
care. Troy (centre) is pictured with the Bolton Clark Executive 
Team (left to right): Deidre McGill, General Manager, At Home 
Support, Melissa Leahy, People & Culture Leader, Fiona Hearn, 
Executive General Manager, Strategic Policy & Stakeholder 
Relations and Stephen Muggleton, Group CEO. 

OUT AND ABOUT WITH LASA  

Networking in SA
LASA State Manager SA/NT Rosetta Rosa (centre) joined aged 
care providers and community groups at the launch of the 
Human Touch, a Business SA discussion paper.

Careers Expo QLD
LASA Training Manager Lynda Robertson at the Careers Expo 
Day at Cleveland District State High School in Queensland. 

Care & Ageing Expo WA
LASA GM Member Relations Kerri Lanchester with team 
members from Umbrella Multicultural Community Care at the 
3rd Care & Ageing Expo WA. 
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State of the Industry Breakfast VIC
L-R: LASA CEO Sean Rooney (left) with LASA Chairman Graeme 
Blackman (third from left) with the team from First State Super at a 
State of the Industry breakfast in Melbourne.

Welcome Cara!
LASA Board Member and ECH Inc CEO welcomes new Member 
Cara CEO Liz Cohen.

The Aged Care Community of Practice – 
Service Provider Forum well supported 
in SA
Our LASA State Manager SA/NT Rosetta Rosa partnered 
with SA Health to run a workshop on the need to improve the 
interface of care between aged care and hospital. There was 
a great turnout from aged care providers committed to best-
practice in delivering care for older South Australians. Feedback 
from the workshop has been collated for the SA Minister for 
Health and Wellbeing to help guide better policy planning and 
resource management. LASA continues to work closely with the 
Minister and the SA Office for Ageing Well. We envisage that the 
ongoing engagement process will include the opportunity for 
Members to ‘test’ some of the ideas and thinking behind how to 
continue to build relationships between public hospitals, aged 
care and GP practices so that older people will be given the best 
care in a timely manner. (Images: Bryan Charlton, Picture This 
Imaging. Courtesy Office for Ageing Well SA Health).

OUT AND ABOUT
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The Goodwin Health and Wellness Centre 
in Crace (ACT) 
The Goodwin Health and Wellness Centre in Crace (ACT) is a new 
and purpose-built centre that combines health consultation services 
with a gym that has been designed specifically with the over 60s in 
mind. The gym has been fitted out with a range of HUR computerised 
fitness equipment that has specially been designed for safe, 
comfortable and independent exercise and is suitable for even the 
weakest of users. The use of the equipment is under supervision of 
an Exercise Physiologist (EP) and the exercise programs are tailored 
to each client’s goals and objectives, be that reducing the burden of 
chronic disease, improving cardiac health, reducing the risk of falls 
or rehab following a procedure. The goal is to keep or return users to 
independence for as long as possible.

In addition, the Goodwin Health and Wellness Centre (Crace) provides 
a rare opportunity for clients with the provision of an interdisciplinary 
service that includes a GP, Physiotherapist, Massage Therapist, 
Podiatrist and Exercise Physiologist that all work co-operatively to 
achieve positive health outcomes for their clients.

For more information visit: huraustralia.com.au

The Eden Alternative® Education + the Aged Care Standards = 
Wellbeing for everybody
Since 2003, the Eden Alternative® in Australia, New Zealand and 
South East Asia, has been promoting, educating and guiding 
organisations, through a person directed model, to deliver the 
outcomes required with the new Aged Care Quality Standards.  

Successful outcomes in this new world compliance paradigm is 
readily achieved, using the 10 Eden Principles framework and the 
Eden Domains of Wellbeing®..  

Our in house Eden education 
services provides practical tools 
and an understanding of each 
Standard as it applies to your new 
business model.

To learn more about Eden 
Alternative’s culture change 
education programs go to 
www.edeninoznz.com.au

Manage RAD Investments and Working Capital Effectively
FIIG’s Managed Income Portfolio Service provides investors’ 
access to Individually Managed Portfolios which combine 
the benefits of direct bond ownership with professional 
investment management.

FIIG Securities (FIIG), Australia’s largest fixed income specialist, has 
been assisting clients to efficiently manage their cash and 
fixed income investments for over 20 years. 
FIIG’s Managed Income Portfolio Service (MIPS) provides clients 
with access to flexible liquidity management solutions together 
with medium to long term fixed investment programs prefaced on 
providing capital stability and regular income.

Liquidity Management Solutions
Conservative finance managers seeking yield uplift and enhanced 
liquidity can invest in Australian Bank Bond FRNs as a complement to 
existing at-call cash and term deposit investments

Australian Corporate Bond Investments
MIPS investors can match their risk tolerance and return requirements 
with a choice of three programs for initial investments as low as 

$500,000. Portfolios can be customised, providing the flexibility to 
adjust risk and credit parameters for investments greater than $5m. 

Existing MIPS aged care clients are benefiting from the 
following:
• Direct ownership of securities
•  Professional management by an experienced team
•  Yield uplift on at-call cash and term deposits
•  Unparalleled portfolio diversity to access bonds in smaller parcel 

sizes down to $10,000
• Customisation
•  Full transparency - online access to portfolio performance, valuation, 

transactions and income
•  Strong governance and oversight

For more information, please call 
Marcus Blake on 0427 063 362

TThhee EEddeenn AAlltteerrnnaattiivvee®® iiss PPeerrssoonn DDiirreecctteedd CCaarree
Our Education at Your Place  We Come to You

• November 2019  Singapore
• February 2020  Brisbane
• February 2020  Perth
• March 2020  New Zealand
• March 2020  Melbourne

• See website for further details.

Forthcoming Eden Open Education Opportunities

www.edeninoznz.com.au P:61 (0)437 739 779 Facebook/EdenOzNZ

The Eden Alternative® experiential education and services
provides the framework to build staff capacity, deepen
relationships and ensure effective change and compliance
outcomes with the new Aged Care Quality Standards.

Our cost effective education offers flexibility and team building
opportunities, as we deliver our services at your organisation.

The Eden Alternative is the change solution you need.

WHAT’S 
NEW

Changes to the Built Environment Enable 
Changes to Models of Care 
Paynters are leaders in the aged care and supported living design 
and construction sector assisting with site planning, design and 
construction and refurbishment of purpose built and culturally 
specific facilities.

As the social model of care pushes the outdated medical model aside 
within the aged care sector, site planning and building design must 
lead the way in enabling this model of care.  

The marketplace and consumer are changing, aged care legislation 
is a moving target and there are continuing changes within building 
codes and regulations.  Whether a new build or refurbishing existing 
facilities, consultation with stakeholders and experts in design is 
critical.  

Paynters team of specialists have an extensive history of assisting 
providers to interrogate opportunities and develop purpose designed 
and built solutions in urban, regional and remote communities.  
Examples of how the expertise of the Paynters team influences the 
creation of exceptional facilities can be seen on our website at  
www.paynters.com.au

http://huraustralia.com.au
http://www.edeninoznz.com.au
http://www.paynters.com.au
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OUR ENERGY 
YOUR CARE  
THEIR COMFORT

WE MAKE IT OUR BUSINESS TO 
MAKE THE SUPPLY OF LPG  
AS SIMPLE AS POSSIBLE FOR 
OUR CUSTOMERS. CALL FOR A FREE ENERGY 

REVIEW OR REQUEST AN 
INFORMATION PACK TODAY.

•  Cost effective - pay only for the LPG you use

•  It’s like having reticulated gas without the  
line connection costs

• No peak and off peak rates

• No manual handling

•  We monitor usage so you never run out

• Local customer service centres ©
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1300 362 389
www.elgas.com.au/careLPG

LEADERS IN LPG SUPPLY•SERVICE•SAFETY

http://www.elgas.com.au
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